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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
is amply proved by the examples
in response to a few packages of when deprived of the thumb. It OLD PUZZLE ABOUT CHECKS which, supplied by schoolmasters, ap
seeds of trifling valiie it is the may be estimated that the thumb W h en T h e y C ould Not Be D r a w n In pear from time to time in print, says
J.
F a v o r o f A n y Q ue P erson .
Chums. “Rivers flow because no one
farmer in this year of record break represents fully a third of the total
P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
Discussing, at the London King’s col can stop them,” declared one youthful
ing crops. Nevertheless he will in value of' the baud. The- French
essayist recently, while another, when
T R A P P E , P a . Office a t his residence, nearly
all probability get his seed's and Courts allow 15 to 35 per cent, lege Gilbart lectures on banking, the asked to give the seven great powers
opposite M asonic H all.
Collegeville, Pa.
rise of the bank check system. Sir
value
for
the
right
band
and
10
to
the.Treasury will be short a quar
of tlie world, wrote in all good faith,
15 for the left; the Austrian sche John Paget, K: C., had the following “Gravity, electricity, steam power,
SECOND DOOB ABOVE
ter
of
a
million
dollars.
Y. WEBER, M. D.,
to
say:
RAILROAD.
gas power, horsepower, armies and
M.
The probability of an extra ses dule gives from 15 per cent, for the . “The origin of crossing checks is navies.”
F in est G rades of Cigfcrs
In describing the difference
and Tobacco alw ays
left
to
25
for
the
right;
in
Germany
well
known.
It
began
in
the
clearing
sion
is
again
under
discussion
by
P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
on hand.
between a physician and a surgeon yet
20,
28
and
even
as
high
as
33.3
per
house for the convenience of those em another budding w riter declared: “A
Congress. Many members are of
E V A N S B U R G , F a. Office H onrs : U n til 9
J E S B Ï BOWER,
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m K eystone’Phone No. 17.
the opinion that such a session will cent., has been awarded. The per ployed there, and then it began to be physician Is a man who deals with
adopted by the general public. There
be necessary. No appropriation centage is based on 100 as the total was no statutory interpretation, no medicines. He goes out to see people.
A. KRUSEM, M. D.,
A surgeon is a man who mixes medi
Veterinary Surgeon,
bills have yet been passed and industrial value of the hand per statutory sanction; still, when done by cines
E
in the surgery for the physician
vious
to
the
accident,
a
loss
of
50
the drawer of a check, it had some ef and who takes legs off when any one
barely twenty-live days exclusive
O O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
H o m e o p ath ic P h y sician ,
per
cent,
representing
half
of
the
fect.
If
a
man
drew
a
check
on
his
of Sundays remain for the work of
requires it or arms.”
O O L L E G E V IL L E , P a . Office H onrs : U n til 9 Bell 'P hone 23 x.
banker and wrote across it the name
a. m ; S to 8 p. m. K eystone ’phone. No. 5;
the Fifty Ninth Congress. So much value, etc.
L it e r a r y Ciuos.
Bell. 80x. O 'h e r office hours by appointm ent.
The total loss of the index finger of another banker he obviously meant
time has been wasted on the
All binds of X-R»y work and elootrieal tr e a t
8. FOLEY,
his banker to understand something by
Literary clubs are a very harmless
m ent for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases.
causes
an
incapacity
estimated
at
10
i t He meant to convey something to form of hero worship. They make just
Brownsville matter and on various
to 15 per cent, in Austria; 16 to 20 his banker. Following the analogy of the same excuse for literary people to
other
questions-of
minor
importance.
C
o
n
tra
c
to
r
a
n
d
B
uilder,
B. HORNING, M. I>.
clearing house and looking a t the meet together as whist or bridge vto p
T R A P P E , PA
It has ever been the custom of Con per cent, in Germany; 15 per cent, the
natural meaning of writing another less bookish class.—Sphere.
P ro m p t and accurate in building construction. gress to loaf and dawdle till near for the left and 20 per cent, for the
banker’s name across the check, one
P ra ctisin g P hysician,
E stim ates cheerfully furnished.
5-23
the end of the session and then to right by Italian Courts; the French might be inclined to say th at the rea
THOMAS JEFFERSON.
O O L L E G E V IL L E , P a .
Telephone in office.
sonable interpretation was that the
Office H ours u n til 9 a. m.
hurry through half digested legis allow 15 per cent.
v r N. BARNDT,
The middle finger is of much customer forbade his banker to pay W o n d erfu l P e r s o n a l Cliarm o f th o
lation. The appropriation bills will
Old T im e P a tr io t.
more
importance than the index, the check except to or through the
H. HAMER, M. !>.,
*
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
cover in the aggregate about eight
In December, 1800, a few days after
medium
of
that
hanker.
CONTRACTOR FOR ALL KINDS OF
hundred millions of dollars and states Dr. Meiguan, whom we are
“But In those days and indeed later congress had for the first time met in
H o m e o p ath ic P hysician. Brick and Stone Masonry, there is other legislation of the ut citing, and who is no small authority judges
and lawyers could not reconcile our1new metropolis, I was one morn
O O L L E G E V IL L E , P O f f i c e H o n rs: U n til
for a great loss of force is observed this interpretation with the continued ing sitting alone in the parlor when the
10 a. m., fl’om 6 to 9 p. m. S pecial atte n tio n C E M E N T IN G , C O N C R E T IN G , E TC E sti most importance, among them a
of the check. All checks servant opened the door and showed
m ates cheerfully furnished and good work g u a r
given to ear, nose and th ro a t diseases. 23au.
measure providing for the codi iu the hand when the finger is am negotiability
were
up
to
1853
made payable to bear in a gentleman who wished to see my
anteed. M g ' S P E C IA L A T T E N T IO N TO
fication of the criminal laws of the putated. Yet almost all the author er, and the objection was: ‘How can a husband. The usual frankness and
JO B B IN G .
S'5
JJARVEY E. »HOMO,
ities
ascribe
less
importance
to
it
check be at the same time payable to care with which I n ^ t strangers were
United States and the bill of the
Joint Committee with reference to than to the index. The Italian law bearer and only payable to a specified somewhat checked by the dignified and
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
If it be payable to a banker, reserved air of the present visitor, but
second class postage, This latter allows 5 per cent., the Austrian 5 to banker?
»21 S W E D E S T R E E T . N O R R IS T O W N , P A .
why cannot the bearer demand pay the chilled feeling was only momen
10
.
bill ought by all means to pe passed
ment of it himself over the counter?’ tary, for, after taking the chair I of
R E S ID E N O E ^R O Y E R S F O R D .
The ring finger is the least im We know better now. We know that fered him in a free and easy manner
even
at
the
expense
of
an
extra
Both ’P h o n es.
portant. Its total loss often does no crossing, except the ‘Not negotiable’ and carelessly throwing his arm on the
session.
not cause incapacity. The Austrian one, in any way affected the full ne table near which he sat, he turned to
JJEKBERT U. MOORE,
It is not improbable that Mr.
ID33, - D A V I S ,
tariff
assimilates this finger to the gotiability of the check, but in those ward me a countenance beaming with
Eye Specialist and Physician,
Oliver and his associates may not
the problem was a terrible stum an expression of benevolence and with
The Italian law is days
340 HIGH ST..
FOTTSTOWN. after all receive the contract for the middle one.
bling block. Consequently, as pointed a manner and voice almost femininely
A tto rn e y r a t - L a w ,
8ECOND FLOOR.
liberal, with 8 per cent. The out by Lord Cairns in Smith and the soft and gentle entered into conversa
A L B E R T S O N T R U S T CO. B U IL D IN G ,
Panama Canal. The original part
French and German tribunals often Union bank, the crossing prior to tion on the commonplace topics of the
805 Swede S t.. N orristow n, P a
ner of Mr. Oliver being found ob
WILL BUY A
Bell and K eystone ’P hones.
5-16.
refuse indemnity, considering the statutory enactment amounted only to day, from which, before I was con
$1000
jectionable by the government, Mr.
a caution or warning to the paying scious of it, he had drawn me into ob
incapacity resulting from the loss banker
AYNE R. EONGSTRETH,
H O U SE B A R N .
to exercise special care if he servations of a more personal and in
Oliver was instructed to find an
M
paid the check otherwise than to a teresting nature. I know not how it
AND O N E A C R E O F G R O U N D along th e other partner or partners. This he as very slight.
T rolley in L im eriok. A pply to
The little finger may be compared banker, for they drew no distinction was, but there was something in his
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
did but even now it is doubtful if he
U . S. G . F IN K B IN E R ,
to
the ring, except in the profes in the days prior to 1858 between a manner, his countenance and voice that
And N o tary Public. ::: No. 712 C ro ier B uild
R eal E sta te and In su ran ce A gent, will be awarded the contract. The
at once unlocked my heart, and in an
special and a general crossing.
ing, 1420 C h e stn u t S t., P h lla., Pa.
Rovcrsford, P a .
Long D istance Telephone. House No. 5928.
“That was so even after the first act swer to his casual inquiries concern
Government, it was believed, had sions in which it serves as a point
Also m em ber of th e M ontgom ery C ounty Bar.
promised the-work to Mr. Oliver in of support for the hand. It may be in 1856. All that the crossing, whether ing our situation in our new home, as
W ASHINGTON L ETTER . case he could furnish satisfactory remarked here that the artist has special or general, amounted to was, he called it, I found myself frankly
JOSEPH 8. KRATZ,
not been taken into consideration in as I say, to warn the banker to be telling him what I liked or disliked in
partners. It is said now that this
careful if he paid the check direct to our present circumstances and abode.
these
cases.
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
From Our Regular Correspondent.
is not the case and that another
the bearer. If he took no precautions I knew not who he was, but the inter
he might be liable to his customer on est with which he listened to my art
1009 C O M M O N W E A L T H B U IL D IN G , 12th
Washington D. C. Jan. 31, 1907.— bidder will be given a chance to
B E E S A N D M A T H A M A T IC S .
the ground of negligence if the pay less details induced the idea he was
and C H E S T N U T S T R E E T S ,
A bill which has the sanction of the amend his bid and that when it is
some intimate acquaintance or friend
P h iladelphia.
The construction of geometrically ment were to a person with no title of
all
over
Mr.
Stevens
may
be
called
Mr. Smith’s and put me perfectly a t
and the customer suffered loss there
Administration and which is the
Telephones.
, „
on to do the work for the Govern perfect cells is not the only mathe by.”
my ease—in truth, so kind and con
___
____________
joint product of Gifford Pinchot, ment without the assistance of any matic operation performed by bees,
ciliating were his looks and manners
Q l i . EVANS,
W a n te d th e Credit»
that I forgot he was not a friend of
according to Abraham Netter, who
chief of the Bureau of Forestry, private contractors.
Anything in regard to Ethan Allen, my own until on the opening of the
James R. Garfield, Commissioner of
has
just
read
an
interesting
paper
Conservative members of the
the hero of Ticonderoga, is interesting, door Mr. Sniith entered and introduced
A tto rn ey - a t - L a w ,
Corporations, and representatives Democratic party appear to be on the sbbject before' the Paris but somq of the anecdotes told of him the stranger to me as Mr. Jefferson.
*23 S W E D E S T R E E T ,
of the Attorney General and the gradually lining up with a view to Academy of Science. The Revue make plain the fact that he was not
I'fe lt my cheeks burn and my heart
N O R R IS T O W N , P A
Secretary of the Interior, was in supporting Judge George Grqy of Scientifique reports that he brought wholly free from human weaknesses. throb, and not a word more could I
One story, whether true or not, is often speak while he remained. Nay, such
troduced in the Senate this week by Delaware as Presidential nominee out the following facts:
IJIHOMAS HALLMAN,
told of Allen and is recorded in Mr. was my embarrassment I could scarce
Senator Nelson. It is a measure, in the convention of 1908. Judge
“Not only is the construction of Morrill’s “Self Consciousness of Noted ly listen to the conversation carried on
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
which, if enacted, will reserve to Gray, it will be recalled, served his the cells carried on by mathematical Persons.”
between him and my husband. For
the Government the title to 100,- state with distinction in the United rule, but many other operations of Ethan Allen was not wont to bridle several years he had been to me an
828 S W E D E S T R E E T , N O R R IS T O W N , PA
his tongue, especially when flushed object of peculiar interest—In fact, my
W ill be a t his branch office In Odd Fellows' 000,000 acres of coal,oil and mineral
States Senate for fourteen years the insects also; for instance, the with success. His bravery was not to destiny—for on his success in the pend
Building, C ollbobvillb , P a ., every evening
lands which have hitherto been from 1885 to 1899. He was also a collection of the maximum amount of be disputed, but sometimes his words ing presidential election, or rather the
from 7 to 10; S a tu rd a y afternoons from 1 to 5.
1-26.
open to entry. Under the pro member of the Joint High Commis honey in the minimum time, and the were even bigger than his deeds. “Had success of the Democratic party (their
visions of the bill all this land may sion created in 1898 to settle certain division of the workers among the I but orders I could, go to Albany and interests were identical), my condition
JOHN S. HUNSICKER,
be leased at a price to be fixed by differences between the United plants proportionately to the num be monarch in three weeks, and I’ve in life, my union with the man I loved,
half a mind to do it,” he once boasted.
the Secretary of the Interior who States and Canada, among them the ber of plants of the same species. On the Sunday after the capture of Ti depended.—“Washington In Jefferson’s
Ju s tic e o f th e P e a c e ,
Time,” by Margaret Bayard Smith, in
RAHN S T A T IO N , P A .
C onveyancer and will thus be able to regulate the Alaskan Boundary question, which In the hives the number of bees en conderoga Parson Dewey thanked God
Scribner’s Magazine.
G eneral Business A gent. C lerking of sales a t supply of these necessities and to
his long prayer for the great deliv
has since been determined by a gaged in ventilation is almost rigor in
tended ;o. C harges reasonable.
erance.
The
hero
of
the
occasion
was
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
control the price. Restrictions are court of arbitration, the sealing ously proportional to the daily in
of the congregation.
placed on the lessees to prevent the question, which is still On the tapis, crease of the weight of honey. one“Parson
^ R T H U R G. ASH,
Dewey! Parson Dewey!”
It’s as difficult to find a friend ás it is
creation of monopolies, and to pro and the fishery question which Facts of this order relate to arith was heard in a whisper by those sitting to lose an enemy.
Ju s tic e o f th e P e a c e ,
vide thfit the produet shall be sold Secretary Root is now endeavoring metical proportions, while those near Ethan Allen.
A luxury becomes a necessity after
Real Estate and General Business Agent, to all persons and at a reasonable to solve.
having to do with cell building re The clergyman was absorbed in his you get used to it.
T R A P P E , PA . All kinds of real e s ta te sold
own thoughts and continued to thank
Unless you have money to burn don’t
A similar bill was. intro
on commission. R eal e s ta te purchased. Money price.
Judge Gray was a member of the late to geometrical ratios. ’’
the Lord.
try
to keep the pot boiling in a poker
loaned.
8*14
duced by Senator LaFotlette a few Anthracite Coal Strike Commission
M. Netter is of the opinion, how “Parson Dewey!”
game.
days ago and it was though at the appointed in 1902 to settle the ever, in spite of this show of ap This time the exclamation was heard
It's difficult to convince a man th a t
H. FRANK BRANOKETH,
first glance at the latter bill that strike in Western Pennsylvania, parent intelligence on the .part of all over the church by every one but his money isn’t on a sure thing until
D (Successor to Dr. C has, R yckm an,)
the
preacher.
Allen
could
stand
it
no
Senator LaFollette had stolen Sena-, and he was a member of the board the bees, that all their movements, longer and shouted in a stentorian after the race.
Don’t worry over trifles., If you m ust
tor Nelson’s thunder but on ex of arbitration out of whose efforts without exception, are of the nature voice, “Parson Dewey, thank the Lord,
D EN TIST,
worry, pick,out something worth while,
amination certain differences are grew the pending treaty with Santo of reflexes; that is, performed with but just mention that I was there!”
R O Y E R S F O R D , P A . P ra ctical D en tistry a t
then get busy.
apparent which, it is believed by Domingo.
out conscious action, just as we
honest priées.
When you have them they are opin
T h e Bedouin*« House.
some of the experts, would defeat
He is regarded as a safe, conser close our eyes instinctively when a
The Bedouin’s house is round and ions; when other people have them
R. S. D. CORNISH,
the object of the proposed reform. vative man, a true democrat and a motion is made toward them.
surrounded by a round wall in which they are delusions.
D
It’s an easy m atter to size up a man
Every effort will be made to enaet man who must compel the respeet of
the flocks are penned a t night. It is
D EN TIST,
flat roofed and covered with soil, and if his dog crawls under the house ev
the law proposed by Senator Nelson all Democrats, even of those who
O O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
S N O W S H O E S FOR W A G O N S .
inside it Is as destitute «f Interest as It ery time he sees him approaching.
First-class W orkm anship G u a ra n te e d ; G as at this session as its passage will
may prefer a more progressive roan
It may seem rather a curious is possible to conceive—a few mats on
When a man tells you how you ought
adm inistered.
P rices Reasonable.
release a large area of publie land for President, while conditions are
K eystone ’Phone No. 81 Bell ’P hone, 27Y.
notion to equip an ordinary wheeled which the family sleep, a few jars in to run your business; ju st take a look
now witheld from development.
easily conceivable in which be vehicle with snow shoes, and yet which they store their butter and a a t the way he is running his own.—
skin churn in which they make the Chicago News.
When Congress decided to raise would command a very large Re
that is what F. W. Nightingale, of same. In one house into which I pene
the Congressional salary it took publican following.
Balzac*« Buttons.
Quincy, Mass.,-has done. By means trated a bundle was hanging from the
seldom sees th e b rig h t side of life. I have added good care not to go on record with a
Balzac wore a blue dress coat with
In so far as Democratic sentiment of the invention, any wheeled ve ceiling, which I found to be a baby by
to th e happiness of m any th o u san d s o f persons
afflicted with poor sig h t by providing th e vote, but when the matter of free
may be guaged at the National hicle can be converted into a sled in the exposure of one of its little feet. metal buttons. A play of his, “Les
proper glasses. T h a t is why m y 27 years*
Everything is poor and pastoral. He Ressources de Quinóla,” was in re
seeds came up the lower House Capital, Judge Gray and William J.
practical work is crowned w ith th e approval
a few minutes. The shoes are hardly has. any clothes to cover him hearsal at the Odeon theater in Paris,
my patrons.
twice overruled the Chair in an Bryan are the only men who are
placed on the ground, and the ve self with, nothing to keep him warm and Balzac, ever hopeful, expected an
A. B. PARKER, Optician,
effort to go on record as voting for being seriously considered for the
hicle driven into them. Clamps when the weather is damp save his immense success. In order to appear
210 De k a l b s t r e e t ,
n o r r is t o w n .
free seeds. The fr«A seed farce Democratic presidential nomination.
sheet, and he has not a soul In gala costume on the opening night
are provided, by means of which homespun
above his flocks. The closest Intimacy he ordered a blue dress coat lined with
costs this country fully a quarter
the shoes can be firmy belted to exists between the Bedouin and his satin, the buttons of which were of
of a million dollars annually and the
F . 8. BOONS,
place. The inventor suggests that goats and his cows. The animals un solid eighteen carat gold. “Quínola”
T H E V A L U E O F T H E F IN G E R S .
S C H W E N K S V IL L E , P A .,
only benefit to any one derived
the runners may also be placed on derstand and obey certain calls with was a ghastly failure, and for some
The
different
fingers
are
far
from
from it is by Congressmen them
S la te r a n d R oofer,
the front wheels of automobiles to absolute accuracy, and you generally time after it left the bill Balzac was
And d ealer in S la te , S la te F lagging, G rey selves who pay for some of their having the same value in the eyes
see a Socotran shepherdess walking be exceedingly hard up. Whenever ready
Stone, etc. E stim ates furnished. W ork con
facilitate travel in thè snow.
fore her flock and not after it, and money failed him—and ready money
votes in that way. The seeds have of the law with reference to their
tracted a t lowest prices.
H oot
they stroke and caress their little cows failed him often—he used to cut one of
little or no value and a large pro functional utilization. Much the
his buttons off and sell it to a jeweler,
The difference between a civilized until they are as tame as dogs.
d w a r d d a v id ,
portion of them go to utter waste. most important is the thumb, for
and to the day of his death the coat
Painter and
U n co n scio u s H um orists.
If there is any class of citizens in without it prehension would be woman and a heathen is that one
with the gold buttons and its suc
P a p e r-H a n g e r,
T hat the average schoolboy Is an un cessors were called by Balzac and his
this country that can afford to vote very imperfect- The band is no wears a ring in her nose and the
conscious humorist of the highest order friends “Les Ressources de Quinóla.”
O O L L E G E V IL L E , P A . 4 9 -S a m p le s o f p ap er
according to its conscience and not longer pincers, but merely a claw, other in her ear.
alw ays on handw

. ROYER, M. D.,

Ji

W. SCHEUREM’S

Sharini Parlor,

s.

A DIMMED VISION

E

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
M a n y C o u rt Cases.
■Samuel Hartenstine, a retired
Ita lia n K ille d .
D ay Fixed fo r O pening th e C ol
Food D ealers W in ,
farmer who died near Pottstown on
There are already fifty-one civil
On Friday an Italian was struck
leg eville N a tio n a l B a n k .
Magistrate
Lenhardt, of Norris
Thursday, was the father of sixteen cases down for the March court and by a passenger train on tbeReading
TKRHS
81.00 PER YEAR
At the last meeting of the Board town, on Saturday rendered judg
children,
nine
of
whom
are
living
a special panel of jurors has been Railway, at Linfield and instantly of Directors it was decided to open
::
IN «»VANCE.
ss
ment against the Common wealth of
—Because of numerous robberies ordered to be sworn • in the week killed. The unfortunate man was the Collegeville National Bank for Pennsylvania in the cases of Wm.
one of a number of laborers who are business on Thursday, February 14, M. Keyser, of Oaks; W. K.Heebner,
T h u rsd a y , F e b ’y 7, ’0 7 in that section, members of the beginning March 25th.
engaged in widéning the roadbed at 9 a. m. The interior of the bank of West Point; Gristock Sons, of
State Constabulary are driving the
Appointed N o tary Public.
of
the railroad at Linfield to accom building is nearing completion and Collegeville, and Moyer & Son, of
tramps
from
the
vicinity
of
Myers
CHURCH SERVICES.
odate four tracks:
town.
J.
C.
Landes,
of
this
borough,
has
the various necessary fixtures are Souderton, charged by agents of the
P arish of $5t. P au l’s M em orial P . E. C hurch,
been
commissioned
a
notary
public
O aks, Perkiom en, Audubon. T he Rev. T. P.
being
placed in position. The di State Dairy and Food Commission
—For the second time within i
E g e, rector. S unday se rv ices: Union C hurch,
S en a to r R oberts E n terta in s Friends rectors also decided upon a savings
by
Governor
§tuart.
Mr.
Landes
with a violation of the law regula
A udubon, 10.45 a. in., w ith Holy Communion few months, thieves broke into the
a t Turkey D in ner.
fund department where all deposits ting the sale of cattle and making it
first in m onth. S t. P a u l’s, O aks, 3.30 p. m., Vernfield clothing factory and stole received notice of his appointment a
w ith Holy Comm union th ird in m onth 8.30 a.
few days ago.
Senator A. B. Roberts gave a set- will earn at the rate of 3 per cent, an offence to sell any mixed feed be
m . C hildren’s E vensong la s t in m onth 3 p. m. a large quantity of clothing.
out
to his admiring friends in the per annum every day. In the act low a certain standard. The de
S u n d ay School 2.30 p. m. V ested choir. F ree
—Little Elizabeth Clarks, of
fittin g s. C ordial welcome. T he re c to r,, resid
B a p tist C h u rch Extends C a ll.
shape of a turkey dinner at Bean's ive accounts departmeut 2 per cent, fendants were dismissed, the mag
was taken to the
ing a t O aks, will be pleased to receive calls for Jeffersonville,
At a meeting of the congregation hotel, Kulpsville, last Saturday interest will be paid on all daily istrate holding that the samples
visitatio n or m inistration. Address O aks P. O. Pasteur Institute, New York, be
balances in excess of $200. The were not properly secured.
of
the Lower Providence Baptist evening. A large number of pe
E v an sb u rg M. E. C hurch, Rev. W. G-. Steck bause her nose was torn nearly off
prospects for the new bank are
sons
were
present
to
feast,
without
church, after service Sunday morn
pastor. S ab b ath School, 9.30 a. m. P reaching,
by a supposed mad dog.
encouraging,
and every provision
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and p ray er ser
price,
upon
the
good
things
liber
B rakem an Killed.
ing, a unanimous call was extended
vice, 7 p. m.
—An operation for appendicitis to Rev. Mr. Sheppard, of New York ally provided at the instigation of has been made for the security of
Henry
Stauffer,
of Allentown, a
T rin ity Reform ed C hurch, Collegeville, Rev. was performed on Isaac Bean, of to become pastor.
the funds of depositors and patrons. brakeman on a Perkiomen Railroad
the Senator.
F . O. Yost, D. D., p asto r. Services n ex t S u n 
Worcester, when a rusty pin was
The heavy concrete vault with fine freight train, met death Friday
d a y a t 10 a. m. S unday School a t 9. Ju n io r
door
of improved pattern, and one afternoon. He had been in a car
C h ristian E ndeavor a t 2 p. m ., an d S e n io rC . removed from his appendix.
Picturesque Perkiom en V alley.
M e a t Store Sold.
E . a t 7 p. m.
of
the
latest improved and most sorting merchandise, but when the
Mr. Reed has canvassed this
—Application has been made for
On Tuesday B. Redfield sold the
S t. L u k e ’s Reformed C hurch, T rappe, Rev.
burglar-resisting
safes made, to train reached Vera Cruz he was
stock and fixtures of the College vicinity the past week and has met
S L . M essinger, S . T . D., pastor. S unday a charter for a $250,000 trust com
gether with ample burglary in missed. Some time later he was
School a t 9 a . m. P reach in g every S unday a t pany at Royersford, contemplating ville meat store to a Mr. Burton, of with considerable success in his
surance, will make the new institu
10 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. ' Catechetical class on a $50,000 building.
Philadelphia, who will take possess work of preparing for the illustra tion an absolutely safe depository. found badly mangled, but alive, in
S u n d ay a t 2 p. m. Y . P . S. C. E. p ray er m eet
in g a t 6.45 p. m. Bible S tudy m eeting on
—An Oley Valley trolley car ran ion February 18. The services of ted and descriptive booklet relating Much time and care has been in the Dillinger tunnel, through which
W ednesday evening a t 7.30 o’clock. All are
to the picturesque Perkiomen Val
the train had passed. The door of
into a group of shoats belonging to Mr. Noaker will be retained.
m ost cordially invited to a tte n d th e services.
volved in the organization of the his car was open, and he may have
ley.
He
has
received
quite
a
num
Nathan Swavely, of Oley Valley
S t. Ja m e s’ C hurch, L ow er Providence, Rev.
ber of orders for advertising matter Association and in the construction been overcome by gas from the
T ro ttin g H orse Sold.
F . S. B allentine, rector. M orning service and and killed six of them.
from the business men of this lo and the equipment of the bank locomotive while in the tunnel and
serm on, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve
H.
G.
Croll,
of
Skippack,
recently
building and it is believed that this fallen out under the wheels of the
—Charged
with
fishing
on
Sun
cality.
n in g service and serm on, 3.
Holy Com
sold his trotting horse, Derby Boy,
m union, F irs t S unday in th e m onth. All are day, Charles Englebach, of Oak
will be compensated for and ap train. He died soon after he was
cordially in v ited and welcome.
preciated
by the stockholders and found without being able to explain
brook, who was arrested at Linfield to George White, of Lansdale, for
D e ath o f Rebecca W . Anderson.
T rap p e C ircu it U nited E vangelical C hurch, paid $32 fine and costs.
about $1,000. The animal is very
the public in general who will favor the accident.
R ev. (¿eorge R. R iffert, pastor. Services for
Miss Rebecca W. Anderson, who the bank with their support and
speedy and reliable and is likely to
th e com ing S ab b ath will be as follows: T rappe
• -Young Austin Davies, son of go miles in .2.15 or better this year. was 74 years old, died Saturday
patronage. It is a ,business propo
—P reach in g , 2 30 p. m .; S unday School, 1.30 p.
the pastor of the Conshohocken
evening at her home in Phcenixville sition that involves much in the C e lebratio n of W ed d in g Anniversary.
p. m .; p ra y e r m eeting, 10 a. m . ZieglersvilleP re ach ln g a t 10.30 p m.; S unday School a t Baptist Church, sprained an ankle
The forty-fifth wedding anniver
Deceased is survived by twosisters line of public convenience and util
M ite Society Supper.
9.30 a. m. L im erick—S unday School a t 9.80 a. by coasting against steps.
sary
of Mr. and Mrs. John S. Hun
Sarah
and
Carrie
Anderson
and
m.; C. E. m eeting a t 7.15 p. m.; preaching a t
The Mite Society of the Lower
ity, and one that deserves and
7.46 p. m., to be followed by a “ revival m eeting,
—“ Doyou know why the chickens Providence Baptist church will hold four brothers, Everett W., and doubtless will receive its full share sicker, of Ironbridge, was fittingly
T he public is earn estly invited to m eet w ith i
came out of the eggs, Robbie?” “ a supper and bazaar at the parson James, of Phcenixville, M. P. An of the patronage of the people in celebrated last Sunday at their
in these services.
guess they knew they’d get boiled
age next Saturday evening. Supper derson, of Upper Providence, and general, for miles around, and the home, the place where Mr. Hun
they stayed in.—Harpers Bazar.
from 5 to 9. There will be on sale a Dr. David Anderson, of Florida, united support of all the citizens of sicker was born 69 years ago, and
P assenger tra in s leave Collegeville for P h ila
where he has lived ever since.
delphia : 7 03, 7.45, 11.30 a m., 6.05 p. m. S u n 
lot of fine home made bread, cakes, The funeral was held Tuesday Collegeville.
days—7.11 a. m., 6.23 p. m. F or A llentow n:
—Glassblower Samuel Cram, of
afternoon.
Mrs. Hunsicker is 67. The old
7.45,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.06 p. m . S undays—8.30
pies
and
candy.
All
invited.
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
Spring City, died suddenly just
homestead was built one hundred
W a rra n t Issued fo r E n g in eer
after he was reported to have
years
ago. Mr. Hunsicker was
Life
Saved
by
a
Basket.
S p ecial M e e tin g o f Fire
Blank.
gulped down a quart Of whisky on
Assessor
of Perkiomen township
H. A. Tyson, of Philadelphia, in
H om e a n d A b ro ad .
C om pany.
a wager.
District Attorney Shive caused to for fifteen years, a School Director
A special meeting of the College alighting from a passenger train be issued Monday morning, a war for six years, and has filled the
—A dozen families at Hamburg
ville Fire Company will be held at Royersford, one day last week rant for the arrest of Jacob B. office of Justice of the Peace for a
have cases of scarlatina, so that the
'—The
stumbled and fell head first under a
other children cannot attend the this (Thursday) evening. Business moving coal train. When he fell Blank, of Allentown, the engineer number of years. He was a first
—Heavy fall of snow,
of importance is to be transacted
who was in charge of the P. and R.
schools—the third epidemic at Ham
a large basket, filled with bundles engine that blew up at Bridgeport cousin to the late Dr. Hendricks of
and
every
member
will
be
expected
—Monday and Tuesday,
burg within eight months.
fell between his head and the mov and killed five men./ The ■warrant this borough, and he and his faith
to be present, if possible.
ful helpmeet were the second of the
ing wheel, and as the wheel shoved charges criminal negligence.
—May just as well be
—The death of Francis, the
many couples married by Dr. Hen
the basket along it pushed his
youngest son of, John Derr, of West
—Accepted as a clincher of
A Good Idea.
dricks.
They have four children
head from the track, preventing his
Conshohocken, is supposed to have
Bequest.
surviving, all married: Emma C.,
Since Bromer’s flour mill, which decapitation.
—The correctness of the general been caused by coloring in candy.
was recently destroyed by fire, will
opinion
The will of Jacob G, Tyson, late wife cf H, T, Hunsicker, coal and
not
be
rebuilt,
it
is
proposed
to
use
—Enos
Bergey,
of
Souderton,
of Worcester township wasadmitted lumber merchant of Ironbridge;
F ifty Y ea rs an Elder.
—That the g. h. saw his shadow
dreaming that he was attacked by a the water power at that spot for
to probate In the Register of Wills’ Mary Irene, wife of Frank Saylor
early in the morning, February 2.
When the newly elected officers
mad dog, _kicked the bed so bard generating electricity forSchwenksoffice last week. It bequeathes of the same place; Wilmer C. Hun
—It is up to the doubting that he broke one of his legs.
ville, Gratersford and Ironbridge, of Wentz’s Reformed church, Wor $1000 to the trustees of the Meth- sicker of Ironbridge, and H. Cole
cester, were recently installed
Thomases
—County Superintendent J. H. where kerosene is- now the sole il Elder Reuben Scheffey, who has acton Mennonite Meeting House, to Hunsicker of Royersford. In addi
be kept in trust for the purpose of tion to the aforenamed, with their
—To shovel snow and doubt no Landis, of this county, is offering luminant. A good idea.
served as a member of the Consis
more.
caring
for the graves of deceased wives and children, the following
gold and silver prizes to the win
tory almost continuously for nearly
Illustrated Talk.
and
his
wife. The remainder of the were among those present to join in
—I t’s February, sure enough; ners of spelling contests in rural
fifty years, retired from office.
The
story
of
Danielj
the
Prime
estate
is
divided among relatives. the celebration of the wedding an
schools.
evidence to spare.
niversary of the highly esteemed
Minister of the Medes and Persians Pastor Loudenslager fittingly spoke
—Every State will be delivered will be the interesting subject of of the congregation’s appreciation
—The snow storm delayed for
couple:
Ex-County Treasurer Hen
C ounty H o m e A ffairs.
hours travel on the railway and from its calamities when, by the the illustrated talk to be giyen by of the services so long and faithfully
ry
A.
Cole,
and wife and Miss Cole
A regular meeting of the Poor
trolley lines. Some of the high favor of fortune, great power unites the Rector of St. James’ church rendered.
of
Royersford,
Mrs. Katie Old, Mr.
Directors of Montgomery County
with wisdom and justice in one Evansburg, in the parish building,
ways are much drifted.
Hansell H. Old, Mr. and Mrs. Hor
was
held
Thursday
at
the
Alms
person.—Plato.
Tro lley C a r R an Into S w eeper.
at the evening song service for
The sleigh belis are jingling.
house. The usual routine business ace Campion, Mr. and Mrs. Watson
About
three
o’clock
Tuesday
young
people
next
Saturday
even-—
Ephraim
Light,
of
Reading,
who
If you can’t go sleighing, shovel
was transacted, and Henry Kulp, Harper, Miss Kate M. Markley,
morning, during the blinding snow
with his wife celebrated his 50th ng, February 9. All welcome.
snow.
present incumbent, was re-elected Germantown; Mr. and Mrs. Abel
storm, a trolley car ran into the farmer.
Hamel, Edith, Mary.and Allen Ham
wedding anniversary recently, has
—The first g. h. that gets on top been successively a preacher,
sweeper in the upper part of this
el, of Mont Clare.
Burned to D eath .
Only
one
political
job
now
remains
• of the earth in March should be teacher, clerk, farmer and iron
borough. The sweeper and car to be filled at the institution, that of
Mrs. Sarah Ann Dunkard, of
photographed.
were both moving in the same di
master.
Iro n b rid g e E ch o es
assistant farmer, and it is expected
Telford, was, on Sunday, found
rection.
The collision resulted in
—The winter of 1906-1907 is
-Ex-Councilman Maurice E. Gil burned to a crisp, lying in thesnow severe injuries about the head and that this will be filled within the
The
ice houses of this vicinity
making more weather history than bert, a well-known Pottstown Demo n front of ber home, by the crew of
present month.
were
filled
last week with ice from
face to Motorman Giland, injuries-to
some other winters of the past.
crat, has five mammoth turkeys, a Lehigh Traction ear. It is the conductor, James Wheeler, and
the Perkiomen.
Picture Presented.
■—Miss Lou Schuc'k, of Port -.Clin aggregating 150 pounds in weight. supposed that her clothing ignited considerable damage to. the front
The Silver Link Literary Society
from her pipe and she tried un-:
ton, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
A
committee
of ladies of the local held their meeting in the hall and
end of the trolley car. Dr. S. B.
successfully to extinguish the fatal
Culbert.
Song R e cital.
Horning attended to the injured W. C. T. U. visited the Collegeville had a large attendance. The pro
flames in the snow. She lived alone. men.
High School on Thursday afternoon, gram was of a high' order and was
—In a collision of sleds while
The song recital by Mr. Perley
January 31, and presented the well rendered.
coasting, David Rickets, a Potts- Dunn Aldrich, vocalist, and Marion
Business M e n ’s A ssociation O ffic ia ls
school with a framed picture of
DEATHS.
town lad, was seriously injured.
G. Spangler, accompanist, in BomThe scholars of the Ironbridge
At a recent meeting of the Busi
Jehu C. C. Webb, a well known Frances E. Willard.' Principal grammar school attended the insti
berger Hall this(Thursday)evening
—A union railroad depot is talked will without doubt be a musical ness Men's Association of Mont resident of Port Providence, died Tyson, with appropriate remarks,
tute. held at Sch wenksville on Fri
of in Reading, and some confident treat. The program will include a gomery county, held at Lansdale, Friday night at his home in Port accepted the picture on behalf of
day. The program was very good.
the following officers were unani Providence, after an illpess of the school. He referred particular
people have already selected the
number
of
songs
of
the
highest
They
were taken up in a large sled
site for it.
mously elected; C. J. Buckley, of probably'six months. He was past ly to the fact that the fame of Miss
and all reported a fine time.
order of interest and merit. Mr.
—Fourteen grades of butter, Aldrich is a musical artist of much Hatfield, president; A. K. Clemmer sixty years of age, and for many Willard is such that her statue has
The Silver Link Literary Society
ranging in price from 22 to 42 cents ability, and his efforts will be sure vice-president; John C. Clemmer, years had been in charge of the (been placed in Statuary Hall, Wash will give a social on February 16.
Secretary; A. H. Mester, treas force of carpenters, working in ington, D. C., an honor heretofore
a pound, were sold in Reading to please.
All members are invited.
urer. Directors—Thos. Atherholt, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia. never accorded to any’ woman. _
markets last week.
We all suppose the ground hog
A. K. Clemmer, John K. Sehwenk, The funeral services were Held at
W illa rd M ee tin g aud B azaar.
—Who offends writes on sandsaw
his shadow on Saturday and
A. H. Mester, Aaron Kratz, C. J. his late residence, Wednesday,
E ditor’s D a u g h te r M a rrie d .
who is offended, on marble.—From
Preparations for the meeting to Buckley, Lewis Keller. Solicitor,
that'
we are in for more wintry
February 6, at 1 o’clock. Inter
Miss Mary C. Woodmansee aud weather.
the Italian.
be held in the High School build H. M. Brownback, Esq. A resolu
ment at Green Tree; undertaker J. Frank S. Sprogell were married on
The recent visitors noticed in
—The farmer patrons of the Trex- ing, on Saturday afternoon, Febru tion was adopted, endorsing Presi L. Bechtel in charge of the remains.. Tuesday, January 29, in their
lertown cannery have decided to ary 9, under the auspices of the dent Buckley as a candidate for Members of Phcenixville Lodge No. home, 530 Walnut street, Lansdale, this village were: Messrs. Myers,
double their tomato and vegetable local W. C. T. U. are about com pie Sheriff, subject to Republican rules. 72 F. A. M., and of the Mont Clare by the Rev. A. Percival Hodgson, Cook, Brown and Stoner of College
ted. A short program of music, This came as a surprise to Mr. B.
crops.
.
ville, Wm. Hunsberger of Yerkes,
readings and recitations will be and was highly appreciated by him. Fire Company .were in attendance, of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Stanley Hunsicker and friend and
deceased is survived by a widow Only the families of the bride and
—Rev. A. 6. Hitner, of Pottstown rendered. Following which re
and two sons and two daughters.
has accepted a call from the Reform freshments will be served and it is
bridegroom were present. The Louis Kline, of Philadelphia.
Common Colds are the Cause of Many
The Misses Swartz and Katharine
bride is a daughter of H. M. Wood
ed congregation at Fayette, N. Y.
hoped those present will enjoy a
Henry Custer, of Lower Provi
Sherrick visited friends in Schwenks
Serious Diseases.
mansee,
editor
of
the
Lansdale
Re
—It cost Berks county last year social hour and liberally patronize
Physicians who have gained a national dence died Saturday morning, aged porter. They will be at home after Ville on Saturday.
$3617.35 for maintenance of 59 bad the bazaar, where white ribbon eputation as analysts of the cause of various 76 years. Two sons survive—Clin February 19. Mr. Sprogell is con
Miss Jennie Kratz of Norristown
boys, sent to Huntingdon Reforma souvenirs may be found and many diseases, claim that if catching cold could be ton, of Audubon, and William of nected with the Reading Railway. visited Susie Kulp, and Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Colston visited the
pretty and useful things besides. avoided a long list of dangerous ailments Collegeville. Funeral from under
tory.
would never be heard of. Every one knows taker J. L. Bechtel’s parlor on Our best wishes to Mr. and Mrs. latter’s parents on Sunday.
—Mr. and Mrs. Percival Haag, of
Sprogell.
that pneumonia and consumption originate
Misses Lenore Smull and Isabel
Neighbors Got Fooled.
from a cold, and chronic catarrh, bronchitis, Thursday at 1 o’clock. Services in
Royer visited here Thursday.
Shartlesville, entertained 748 visi
Lower Providence Presbyterian
The infant child, Ada, of Mr.
tors last year.
‘I was literally vouching myself to death, and all throat and lung troubles are aggra
Rising From the Grave.
and bad become too weak to leave my bed ; vated and rendered more serious by each church at 2.30.
and
Mrs. Ivan Chautry was buried
A prominent manufacturer, Wm. A. Sunday at the Lutheran cemetery,
—There are lots of fools in the and neighbors predicted that I would never fresh attack. Do not risk your life or take
Fertwell,
of
Lueama,
N.
C.,
relates
a
most
leave It alive; but they got fooled, for chances when you have a cold. Chamber
world besides those who are em thanks
remarkable experience. He says : “ After Trappe.
Hunting for Trouble.
be to God, I was induced to try Dr.
taking less than three bottles of Electric
King’s New Discovery. It took just four lain’s Cough Remedy will core it before
gaged.—New York Press.
“I’ve
lived
in
California
20
years,
and
am
one dollar bottles to completely cure the these diseases develop. This remedy con s*ill huntintr for trouble in the way of boras, Bitters, I feel like one rising from the grave.
C o n trac t L et-F o r School B uilding.
trouble is Bright’s Disease, in the Dia
—While George Bickel, of Stouch- cough and restore me to good sound health,” tains no opium, morphine or other harmful sores, wounds, boils, cuts, sprains, or a.case M
The contract for the new Joseph
writes Mrs. Eva Uncapber, of Grovertown, drug and has thirty years of reputation back of piles that Bucklen’s Arnica Salve won’t betes stage. I fully b-lieve Electric Bitters
burg.was shredding corufodder, Stark cdunty, Ind This king of cough and
will cure me permanently, for it has already K. Gotwals school building to be
quickly
cure,”
writes
Charles
Walters,
of
of
it,
gained
by
its
cures
under
every
condi
stopped
the
liver
and
bladder
complications
one of his arms was torn off at the cold cures, and healer of throat and' lungs,
Sierra Co No use bunting, Mr. whicn have troubled me for years Guaran erected in Norristown at a cost of
is guaranteed by J. W. Culbert, druggist, tion. For sale by J. W. Culbert, College Alleghany,
Walters; it cures every case Guaranteed teed at J. W. Culbert’s, the druggist. Price $74,370,75 has been awarded to
shoulder.
50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
ville, and M. T. Hunsicker, Rahn’s Station. at J. W. Cuibert’a drug store. 25c.
only 50c.
Metzger and Wells, of Philadelphia.
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC
A WEEK’S NEWS CONDENSED

Ite m s F rom T ra p p e .

Charles Smith’s sale of personal
By an explosion of powder in a coal property, advertised for February
mine at. Johnson City, 111., five men 6, has been postponed to Saturday
were killed and 11 hurt.
| afternoon, February 9.
Fire destroyed the stables of J. J.
Mrs. Wright, mother of Mrs. Joel
Dunbar, at Norfolk, Va., and 48 valu
able horses were burned to death.
Harley, died Tuesday at the ad
A bill was introduced in the U. S. vanced age of 88 years. No arrange
senate providing th a t September 23 ments for the funeral have been
shall be set aside as “Paul Jones Day.”
Nancy White, a negress, 106 years made at this writing.
old, the oldest woman in W estern
John A. Custer, proprietor of the
Pennsylvania, is dead a t her home in White Star Laundry, has estab
New Haven, PaMiss Lillian Barber, of Iron Hill, lished an agency at the Yerkes
Md., died in Wilmington, Del., from store.
burns received in falling downstairs
Remember the public meeting of
while carrying a lighted lamp.
the
Sunbeam Mission Band in the
Friday, February 1.
Thieves stole $6000 worth of jewelry U. E. church next Saturday even
from the home of Mrs. Katie McKen ing, February 9, at 7.30 o’clock.
na, a t Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Try to be present and favor the
General William Shakespeare, sol Band with a silver offering.
^
dier, editor, lawyer and banker, died
Jacob Lewis, of near this borough
at Kalamazoo, Mich-, from wounds re 
ceived in the Civil War.
has purchased the frame dwelling
The third annual convention of the house in Limerick belonging to the
American Society of Religious Educar
Addison T. Miller estate.
tion was held at Reading, Pa.
William J. Donohue, a m e m b e T of
Meeting of the Trappe Temper
the New York legislature, committed ance Society this (Thursday) even
suicide in Brooklyn by shooting him
ing. Rev. Wm. Taggart will de
self.
President Roosevelt will deliver an liver an interesting address.
oration a t the dedication o f the Mc
Samuel Zollers will hold a public
Kinley monument at Canton, O., the
sale of personal property on Febru
last week in September.
Saturday, February "2.
ary 20. Mr. Zollers will attend to
Henry B. Constable, aged 80 years, the feed store for the Landes Bros,
a prominent banker, died suddenly at at Yerkes, after April 1,
Norfolk, V a
Arthur Ash Jr. wishes to thank
In a dispute between John Gebhardt
and his son Charles a t Steubenville, all those who kindly remembered
q .. the father was shot and killed.
him on bis birthday. He received
H arry Smith, teller of the Hocking
Valley National Bank at Lancaster, O., 60 post cards from bis friend^.
Thursday, January 31.

Is under arrest for embezzling $5455. The U. S. senate passed a bill in
creasing the pensions of survivors of
the Indian wars from $8 to $10 a
month.
Edward Newbury, a section hand on
the Pennsylvania railroad, was killed
a t Bordentown, N. J., by being struck
by an engine.
Monday. February 4.
The “Day ana Nignt’r Tobacco com
pany’s plant at Cincinnati, O., was deatroyed by Are. Loss, $65,000.
Gambling a t Cananea, Mexico, has
landed in jail Edwardo Arnold, the
mayor; his brother and 40 Americans.
Mrs. Johanna Wolf and Mrs. Mary
Mcllvain were burned to death in a fire
which destroyed a tenement house at
Cincinnati, O.
A ton of powder and 1000 pounds oi
dynamite exploded a t Lenton, Ind.,
killing one Monon railway workman
and injuring six.
John Carter, of Titusville, Pa., has
just concluded the sale of his West
Hickory tim ber farm of 3000 acres to
C. W. Stone and James Wetmore, of
Warren, and Thomas McCabe, of Kinzua, for about $300,000.
Tuesday, ¡February !5.
"Lady -Grenfell, eldest daughter of
Lord and Lady Grey, died In -Ottawa,
Can., of typhoid fever.
Mrs. A. Haskell, a wealthy Widow,
was burned to death in a fire which
destroyed her hom e in Chicago.
President Roosevelt has appointed
Ruch .J. Bruce to be assistant ap
praiser of merchandise a t Baltimore,
Md.
Rev. Seymour A. Baker, one of the
founders of the Republican party, died
of pneumonia at Kansas City, Mo.,
aged 91 years.
While pouring molten steel into an
ingot mould a t the Carnegie plant at
Homestead, Pa., an explosion occurred
and three workmen were seriously
burned.
Wednesday, February “6.
Street thermometers in St. Paul,
Mhm., on Tuesday registered from 22
to 3£ degrees below zero.
The fourth annual convention -of the
Road Makers’ Association will be held
a t Pittsburg, Pa., March 12,13 and 14.
Fearing be would be -robbed -of $3600,
an Italian jumped from a Wabash
train n ear Adrian, Mich., and was -se
riously Injured.
One trainm an was killed and two ¡in
jured in a collision n ear TJniontown.
P a , between a Monongahela railroad
passenger train and a freight.
United States D istrict Court Judge
Charles Parlange, one of the leaders
<of the anti-lottery movement in Louis
ian a died suddenly of apoplexy a t New
Orleans.
The

PRO D U C E Q U O T A T IO N S
Latest Closing P rice* In
Principal M arkets.

the

PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm;
winter extras, $2.65@2.85; Pennsylva
nia roller, clear, $2.90@3.10; city mills,
fancy, $4.40@4.50. RYE FLOUR firm
per barrel, $3.65. WHEAT firm; No.
2 Pennsylvania red, 77©77%c. CORN
firm; No. 2 yellow, local, 51%c. OATS
firm; No. 2 white, clipped, 44@44%c.;
lower grades, 42%c. HAY steady; No.
1 timothy, large bales, $21. PORK
firm; family, per barrel, $19.50. BEEF
steady; beef hams, per barrel, $19.
»POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 14c.;
old roosters, 9%c. Dressed steady;
choice fowls, 14c.; old roosters, 9%c.
BUTTER steady; extra creamery, 35c.
EGGS steady; selected, 30©32c.; near
by, 28c.; southern, 25027c. POTATOES
steady; per bushel, 55©58c.
BALTIMORE—WHEAT steady; No.
2 spot, 79&@80c.; steamer No. 2 spot,
73%@73% c.;
southern, 73%@78Vfcc.
CORN steady; mixed spot, 49%@50c.:
steamer mixed, 48@48i4c.; southern,
48%@49%c. OATS firm; white, No. 2,
43%@44c.; No.- 3, 42%@43%c.; No. 4,
41@41%c.; mixed, No. 2, 42©42%c.;
No. 3, 41@41^c.; No. 4, 39%@40e.
BUTTER firm; creamery separator ex
tras, 31@32e.; held, 24@25c.; prints, 32
@33c.; Maryland and Pennsylvania
dairy prints, ■20@21c. EGGS steady;
fancy Maryland, Pennsylvania and
Virginia, 24c.; West Virginia, 23c.;
southern, 21@22c.
Live Stock Markets.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
CATTLE steady; choice, $5.7506;
prime, $5.40@5.70. SHEEP steady;
prime wethers, $5.50@5.70; culls and
common, $203; lambs, $507.70; veal
calves, $8.50@9. HOGS active; prime
heavies, $7.25; mediums and heavy
Yorkers, $7.30; light Yorkers, $7.25;
*>ies. $7.15@7.20: roughs. $5.5006.50.

FROM OAKS.

is a determined man, he could not
settle the dispute but by shooting
the dogs, and now Sancho and old
Dog Tray are under the snow.
Men wanted to help fill the ice
house above Oaks. Ice seven to
eight inches thick.
We hear of change of residences
of citizens of this place early in the
springtime, but that is a common
occurrence when the springtime
comes again.
Easter comes the last Sunday in
March, and then wq will begin to
have good weather, surely.
Groundhog weather prevails, and
no one knows whether it will rain,
snow or clear off cold, for as it was
about as cold as winter Sunday
night and Monday morning,
The new addition to the station at
Perkiomen is not so good for looks
as it may be for comfort. It is all
that a proletariat might expect of a
railroad company.
Joe Umstead removed the snow
from the sidewalks. For said kind
turn accept a vote of thanks from
the community.
The water has been drawn off the
canal and there is no danger of a
cold bath or getting drowned.
The local ice dealers and farmers
have filled their ice houses with ice
off the canal and Perkiomen.
The roller skating rink at Phoenixville is quite ah attraction and
visitors from Oaks indulge in the
sport when they visit the borough.
Miss Helen Davis, «Catherine
Harner, Miss Mattison, Earl Matteson, and Norris Brower were in
Phoenixville, Saturday.
MissfteduarGotwalts was one of
the performers at the recital given
by the Philadelphia Conservatory
of Music, Saturday afternoon last.
The Acorn Literary Society was
poorly attended. There were no
ladies attending the last meeting.
What was the matter, any way ?
There’s no fun if the g irl’s don’t
attend.

.
Twelve liens and rooster of White
C
Wyandotte breed. Will sell cheap. Ap
h ic k e n s f o r m ic e

ply to
2-7.

B. F. EVES,
Collegeville, Pa,

.
A fertile farm of 140 acres, near Oaks
F
Station, will be rented on shares. Good
or rent

early pasture for 30 cows. Apply to
2-7.
M. I. DAVIS, Oaks, Pa.

OTATOES FOR SAEE.
One. hundred bushels, large size, 75c.
P
per bushel; 75 bushels of smaller size, 40c.

per bushel. Apply to
l-17-3t
R. F. PARKS, Trappe, Pa.

.
Late residence of the undersigned,
F
situate in the borough of Trappe. Ap
o r male o r r e n t

ply to

F

o r

DR. ROYER.

R E f e T .’

The blacksmith shop, near Oaks,
formerly occupied by Harvey Geist, Ap
ply to
W. M. KEYSER,
11-22-31.
Oaks, Pa.
ANTED.
W
High grade man on a commission
basis to sell TSnist Company stocks in
their community.
715 MUTUAL LIFE BUILDING,
2-7.
Philadelphia.

ANTED.
A hired man, about the middle of
March. Apply to
_
W. H. STROUD, Collegeville, Pa.

W

ANTED.
Middle-aged woman for general
W
housework. Good home for right person.
1-24.

MRS. JOHN 'U. FRANCIS, JR.,
Oaks, Pa.

IGEONS WANTED.
P
500 pairs of pigeons wanted
breeding purposes. Apply to
1-24.

for

E. BECKMAN,
Fountain Inn, Trappe, Pa.

.
Have buyers and renters waiting for
R
desirable cheap country properties. Send
eal e s t a t e w a s t e d

in your list. No charge except I make a
sale..
H. L. BECHTEL,
10-18.
3227 Ridge Ave., Phila., Pa.

plIB I.IC HALE OF

Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES
DAY, FEBRUARY 30, 1907, at the resi
dence of the subscriber in the borough of
Trappe, on road leading to Royersford,
the following personal property: 3 cows,
,one with calf by her side by day of
sale; one heifer; horse rake, roller,
’springtooth harrow, corn marker,
lot wagon, 2 express wagons, no-top
buggy, end-spring top buggy, used very
little: buckboard, 3 sets light harness,
set of express harness, beadhalters, cornfodder by the bundle, timothy hay by the
hundred weight,
acres of grain in the
ground, chickens by the pound, single and
double trees, double treadle wrought
steel frame ball-bearing grindstone, cop
per kettle, one barrel capacity; iron ket
tle, 3 milk cans—one 20, 2 30 qt.; milk
strainer, coal shed, chicken coops, grain
bags, traces, breast chains, cow chains,
forks, rakes, scoop and other shovels,
stone apple butter .pots (4 qts.), used one
season; vinegar barrel, half-bushel meas
ure, Cyclone grass seed sower, and other
articles that will be .hunted up by day of
sale. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
SAMUEL S. ZOLLERS.
Wavne Pierson, auct.
M. B.Linderman, clerk.
pU BLIC RALE OF

Livery Outfit!
HORSES, WAGONS, HARNESS, &c.
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 22, 1907, at Perkiomen
Bridge Hotel, my entire livery outfit, as
— follows: Four horses. No. 1, bay
horse 10 yerfts old, safe and sound,
[a, fine driver. No. 2, bay horse 12
years old, safe and sound. No. 3,
sorrel horse 10 years old, a fine farm horse,
works anywhere. No. 4, bay mare 9 years
old, a fine driver, not afraid of anything.
Wagons: One two-seated surrey, 2 doubleseated runabouts, two-seated trapp, rub
ber-tire runabout, 2 steel-tire runabouts,
rubber-tire falliugtop, nearly new; twoseated carriage, 3 fallingtops, 2 express
wagons, one-horse lot wagon, two-horse
market wagon. All these wagons are in
first-class condition. Two new square
back sleighs, square back sleigh, 2 round
back sleighs, 3 wagon poles, 3 strings of
sleigh bells, 12 sets single harness, double
set harness, 2 sets stage harness, 2 side
saddles, 25 headhalters, fly straps, feed
boxes, forks, rakes, hoes, cow chains and
other chains, horse blankets, lap covers,
stable blankets, carriage lamp, lanterns,
force pump, and many other articles too
numerous to mention. Everything will be
sold, as I am going to quit the livery
business. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions
by
L. HIMES.
L. H. Ingram, auct. Geo. W. Yost, clerk.

Special Evensong Lenten services
will be held at Saint Paul’s church,
arm f o r r e n t .
Oaks Station, on Ash Wednesday,
Good dairy farm 72 1-2 acres, 3 miles
February 13, and also on Friday
from Norristown, on Egypt Road near
Schrack’s Corner. Stabling for 20 cows
evenings in Lent at 7.45 o’clock. All
and 6 horses. Water in house and barn;
persons are cordially invited to at
also good spring house, good apple and
peach orchard. Apply to
tend, particularly at this penetenHAMBRECHT,
pU BLIU RALE OF
1-24.
657 Stanbridge St., Norristown.
tial séason of the Christian church’s
year. May these services be a
Personal Property!
spiritual blessing to each person in
eport
OP
THE
CONDITION
OP
THE
NATIONAL
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
our community. Good music, hearty
BANK OP SOHWENKSVILLE, AT SOHWENKSVILLE,’ DAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1907, on the prem
IN THE STATE OP PENNSYLVANIA, AT THE
singing, Christian unity in love for
ises
of the undersigned, on Grange avenue,
CLOSE OP BUSINESS, JANUARY 26, 1907.
half-mile from Ridge avenue and one mile
Christ and his cause.
RESO U RCES.
west of Eagleville, Lower Providence
L oans and d isc o u n ts,..............................$160,811 34 township, the foflowiug personal prop
We heard of the death of J. C.
O verdrafts, secured and unsecured . . .
250 14 erty : One cow in profit, 2 sets heavy bar-,
U. S. bonds to secure c irc u la tio n ......... 40,00(MX)- <7~uBness, double set light harness, one
Webb, of Port Providence, who
Bonds, securities, e t c .,.......................... 242,0f>5 00 fe-y* single set light harness, 2 sets ex
died Friday evening. Mr. Webb
B ankinghouse, fu rn itu re and fixtures, 5,500 00 press harness, double lines, heavy and
S au sag e of G re a t
O th er real e state ow ned,.......... .......... . 1,130 00 light collars, blindbalters, fly straps,
bas been in poor health for a long
Due from N atio n al B anks (not re
Length.
serve a g e n ts..................................
717 79 sleigh bells, traces, fow chains, forks,
time and was a stout, hearty man,
Due from S ta te Banks and b a n k e rs..
713 31 rakes, shovels, picks, spade, post, spade,
axes, maul and wedges, wood saw, cross
Due
from
approved
reserve
ag
en
ts
—
51,879
E. C. Smith, a butcher of Chest Checks and o th er cash item s,.'.......... 124 40
years ago. We always held him in
50 cut saw, post boring machine, cider press,
N
otes
of
o
th
er
N
atio
n
al
B
a
n
k
s--------340
00
nut
Hill,
Lehigh
county,
has
broken
respect, and regret to hear of his
augers, grindstone (6 inch face, 2 feet in
pap er currency, nickels
all records in the manufacture of F ractional
409 40 diameter), light farm wagon, 2 seated
and cents, ....................................
demise.
phaeton, good; 1-seated phaeton, Jenny
LAWPUL MONEY RESERVE IN BANK,
Lind wagon, market wagon, road cart,
Our barber returned Saturday, monster sausages. With tbe assist Specieviz:
express wagon, carriage pole, good mow
............................ ....... 15,699 25
ance
of
one
of
bis
employes
be
re
L
eg
al
ten
d
er
n
o
tes.................2,110
00—
17,809
25
ing machine, reaper, hay rake, roller,
after an absence of several days.
R edem ption fund w ith U . S. T reas
grain drill with -fertilizer attachment; Corn
u rer (5 p er cent, o f circulation)
2,000 00 drill, fertilizing attachment; plow, cornCame in with groundhog day. Hope cently made a sausage that was 57
feet
long.
Great
is
Lehigh
county.
T o ta l...........................................
$523,848 13 shelter, horse power and thresher, springhe did not see his shadow and will
tooth harrow, spike harrow, one-horse
L IA B IL IT IE S .
remain six weeks anyhow.
cultivator, fodder cutter, winnowing mill,
hay rope and hook, hay ladders, hay and
C
a
p
ital
stock
paid
in
.............................
$100,000
00
How’s T his?
Well, Mr. Groundhog seed his
S u rp lu s f u n d ,........................................... 100,000 00 straw by tbe hundred, cornfodder by the
sheaf, 150 bushels of oats; lot of black
offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for U ndivided profits, less expenses and
shadder and went back for six anyWecase
tax es p a id ........................................... 32,199 99 smith tools—anvil, hammers, tongs,
of'Catarrh that cannot be cured N ational
B ank notes o u tsta n d in g ,__ 40,000 00 sledges, vise, cold chisels, press drill and
weeks. Gee whizz 1 we are madder by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Due to o th er N atio n al B a u k s,................ 11,692 62 bits, taps and dies, all sizes, one new tire,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O. D ividends un p aid ............................
1,268 00
than a hornet, for here we are still We,
the undersigned, have known F. J. In dividual deposits su b ject to c h e c k .. 212,330 02 &c. Household Goods: Tables, chairs,
chairs, sofa, cupboard, one corner
under cover gripped, badly gripped. Cheney tor the last 15 years, and believe him Tim e C ertificates of dep o sit................ 26,357 50 rocking
cupboard, settee, lawn settees, clothes
perfectly
honorable
in
all
business
trans
T o t a l ,............................................... $523,848 13 chest feomething extra), sewing machine,
Well, this hay’r woodchuck created actions and financially able to carry out any
bedsteads, feather beds, rag carpet, parlor
quite a curiosity as well as anxiety obligation made by his firm.
S ta te of P ennsylvania, C ounty )
stove, double heater, range, small Rose
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
of M ontgom ery,
£ BB*
Bud 9tove, lot of stove pipe, lard cans,
whether this American production
Druggists, Toledo, O.
I , Jo h n G-. P riz e r, C ash ier o f th e above
cans, 20 and 30 qt.; Delaval cream
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, nam ed bank, do solemnly affirm th a t th e above milk
of quadrupeds would really see his
te m e n t is tru e to th e b est of my knowledge separator, nearly new; butter hamper
acting directly upon the blood and mucous sta
with brass hoops, butter churn, lot of
shadow, and he did, and that’s the surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot and belief.
JO H N G. P R IZ E R , C ashier.
good vinegar, copper kettle. 2 iron kettles,
tle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials
end of it.
Subscribed and affirmed to before me th is 30th meat chopper, stuffer and lard press,
free.
d ay of Ja n u a ry , A. D., 1907.
scrapple pans, lot of sea shells, 25 bushels
JO N A T H A N B. G R U B B , N. P.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation
Just now John McBride begins
of potatoes, also Hudson Bay wolf robe—
C
orrect—A
t
t
e
s
t
:
four
skins, good as new; horse blankets,
to think our country will have a
and many other articles not specified.
H E N R Y W. K RA TZ,
J
scrap with the Japs. Well, John
H E N R Y H. F E IT E R O L F , J D irectors.
OTICE—OiHNolution o r Part
Sale t o commence at 1.30 o’clock. Condi
P E T E R A. M ETZ,
S
nership — Notice is hereby given
tions'by
bas plenty time, when there is little
W. H. MISSIMER.
th at the partnership heretofore existing
to do on the farm, to think so, but between George W. Seanor a'nd Charles
L. H. Ingram, auct.
N THE COURT OF CORHON
Tucker, under tbe firm name of Seanor and
we hope he thinks wrong. There’s Tucker,
Plea* o f Me»tKomery County,
has been dissolved by mutual con
Peniisylvani».—In tbe matter of the tUBLIC RALE OF
little in fighting for your country sent. All debts owing to said partner
dissolution of the Collegeville Canning
ship
are
receivable
by
said
George
W.
but pains and aches, when you get Seanor, to whom also all claims and de Company, March Term, 1907, No. 14.
Personal Property
Notice is hereby given that Collegeville
old, and we áre a quaker, and we mands against tbe same are to be pre Canning
Will
be sold at public sale on THURS
Company
filed
its
petition
in
the
sented for payment.
quake when you say war.
Court of Common Pleas of Montgomery DAY, FEBRUARY 14. 1907, a t my resi
GEO. W. SEANQR,
county on January 16, 1907, praying for a dence on road leading from Royersford to
The flag factory continues busy, January 2,1907. CHAS. TUCKER.
decree of dissolution, and that the Court Black Rock hotel, near County Home:
1-31.
has fixed Monday, March 11, 1907, a t 10 Two horses. No. 1, bay horse coming 8
.and we hope wbeu Peary tacks the
yrs., 16 hands, weighs 1200 lbs.;
o’clock a. m. for hearing said application
American flag to the North Pole it
extra good road horse, not afraid
for dissolution, when and where all per
sons interested can attend if they deem it
,of anything, sound. No. 2, bay
will be a flag made at Joba B. Del
expedient, and show cause against the
horse, 14 yrs., 16 bands, good
ira ’s flag manufactory at Oaks, for
granting of the prayer of said petitioner. worker. 5 cows, one with calf, bal
E. L. AND THOMAS HALLMAN,
—OFance good milkers; lot of chickens,
,he manufactures lots of flags.
2-7-3t.
Solicitors for petitioner. Two-horse farm wagon, 3-in. tread, new;
hay ladders, manure boards, good express
There was an alarm of Are in the
wagon, sleigh, 4 sets lead harness, set of
C0LLEGEVILLE
Montello Brick Works, Tuesday,
single harness, collars, blindhalters, lines,
st a t e no th e .
Estate of Susannah Force, late of traces, cow and other chains, mowing ma
but the damage was slight.
Upper Providence township, Montgomery chine, McCormick reaper, good as new;
county, deceased. Letters of Administra Syracuse plow, horse rake, roller, harrow,
There is considerable sickness in
tion on the above estate having been potato plow, corn planter, corn marker,
and around the neighborhood. Bad
granted the undersigned, all persons in hay and other forks, rakes, shovels, bar
debted to said estate are requested to rels, farmers’ boiler, corn by the bushel,
colds and other ailments attribut
make immediate payment, and those hav 4 acres of wheat in ground. Also double
able to the changes in temperature.
ing legal claims to present the same with heater, beds and bedding, washing ma
CWLLEGKVILLE, PA.
chine, tables, benches, and many other
out delay to
Winter complaints offsetting sum
WARREN W. FORCE, Administrator. articles. Goods all to be sold, as I have
rented my farm. Sale at 1 o’clock, sharp.
mer complaints. Now that the
Port Providence, Pa.
ALBERT PARRISH.
his attorney, J. Whitaker Thompson, Conditions by
groundhog bas settled matters for The COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK OrMont
W. M. Pierson, auct. C. U. Bean, clerk.
Clare,
Pa.
1.94
will
be
opened
for
business
on
the next six weeks, why a return to
NO. 8404.
normal conditions is in order.
pVTATE NOTICE.
Li Estate of Charles C. Buckwalter, T r e a su r y D e p a r t m e n t , O f f ic e o f
When John McBride returned to
late of Upper Providence township, Mont
C o m ptro ller o f t h e Currency.
gomery county, Pa., deceased. Letters of
his home the other evening two
W ashington , D. C., October 17, 1906.
administration -having been granted to
interest
on
daily
dogs objected to his entering the1 ^
W hereas by satisfactory evidence pre
undersigned, all persons indebted to
balances exct-eni- ihe
estate are requested to make immedi sented ti> the undersigned, it has been
gate. They were determined he
ing t200 ; subject said
ate payment, and those having claims made to appear that “The Collegeville
to check.
should not enter the gate, and John
against tbe estate will present them with National Bank” in the village of College

F

K

N

I

O P E N IN G

NATIONAL BANK

E

Thursday, February 14, 1907, I
_ _ _■

A Habit to be Encouraged.

The mother who has acquired the habit of
keeping on band a bottle of Chamberlain’s
Cough Remedy, saves herself a great amount
of uneasiness and anxiety. Coughs, colds
and croup, to which ch ldren are suscepti
ble, are quickly cured by its use. It counter
acts any tendency of a cold to result in
pneumonia, and if given as soon as the first
symptoms of croup appear, it will prevent
the attack. This remedy contains nothing
injurious and mothers give it to little ones
with a feeling of perfect security. Sold by
J. W. Culbert, Collegevide, and M. T. Hunsicker, Rahn’s Station.

delay to
on all Savfnos outMARY
A. STIERLY, Administratrix,
Fund Accounts
Areola, Pa.
of $1.00 and Or her attorney, J. Whitaker Thompson,
upw .rds.
Mont Clare, Pa.
1-3.
Your patronage cordially solicited.
st a t e n o t ic e .
Estate of Mary Pollock, late of Up
per
Providence township, Montgomery
QKIARLKS JR. BARNDT,
county, deceased, Letters testamentary
on tbe above estate having been granted
A R C H I T E C T ,
the undersigned, all persons' indebted to
said
estate are requested to make immedi
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P k.
ate payment, and those having legal
F lan s and estim ates furnished for dll kinds of claims to present the same without delay
buildings. P atro n ag e solicited
2-7.
to
JENNIE F. CARTER,
EMILY H. AULD,
Executrixes,
Phoenixville, Pa.
OK 8 4UE.
Or
their
attorney,
H.
H.
Gilkyson,
Phoe
A fine old-fashioned cherry desk,
nixville, Pa.; Henry I. Fox, Norristown,
over 100 years old. Apply to
Pa.
"
1-17
S P. SPARE, Ironbridge, Pa.

Three Per Cent.

E

F

pUBLIC RALE OF

ville, in the County of Montgomery and
State of Pennsylvania, bas complied with
all the provisions of tbe statutes of the
United States required to be complied
with belore an association shall be au
thorized to commence tbe business of
banking. Now, therefore, I, Thomas P.
Kane, Deputy and Acting Comptroller of
the Currency, do hereby certify that “The
Collegeville National Bank” in the vil
lage of Collegeville, in the County of
Montgomery and State of Pennsylvania,
is authorized to commence the business of
banking as provided in Section Fifty-one
hundred and sixty-nine of the Revised
Statutes of tbe United States.
In testimony whereof witness my hand
and seal of office this seventeenth day ol
October, 1906.
T. P. KANE,
EjjpDeputy and Acting Comptroller of
11-22.
the Currency.

FRESH COWS!
• Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES
DAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1907, at .Perki
omen Bridge hotel, 25 fresh cows, with
calves, and close springers, direct from
Centre county. Also one stock bull. Gen
tlemen, I will have another lot of cows
that will please you. Every cow will be
sold for the high dollar, rain or shine.
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
pU BLIC RALE OF

FRESH COWS !
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 8, 1907, at Ellis B utt’s
Black Rock hotel, 25 fresh cows and
springers carefully selected for dairy pur
poses by a competent judge in Franklin
county. Farmers and dairymen, here is
your opportunity to buy choice cows.
Sale at 1.30. Conditions by
WM. GARTLAND.
B. F. James, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
pU BLIC RALE OF

FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
FEBRUARY 11, 1907, at Beckman’s hotel,
Trappe, 25 fresh cows and close, springers
direct from Centre county. One short
horn Durham Bull and two extra fine
Guernsey cows, big testers. Gentlemen,
any one in need of cows will do well to at
tend this sale, as this is a load of tbe
largest and best cows I ever sold in
Trappe, and big milk and butter testers.
Every head will be sold for the high dollar.
Sale at 1.30 p. m. Conditions by
G. W. SKEEN.
W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
I® “ If any one has fat cows or bolognas
for sale, send postal to G. W. Skeen,
Trappe, Pa.
pUBLIC RALE OF

FRESH COWS!
LOT OF SHOATS AND HOGS I

Will be sold at public sale, on MON
DAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1907, a t Kern’s
Lamb Hotel, Trappe, 15 fresh cows, and
lot of shoats and hogs. This is Cumberland
Valley stock. Sale at 2 o’clock. Condi
tions by
DAVID PRICE.
F. H. Peterman, auct. C. U. Bean, clerk.
jpONTFONEU PUBLIC RALE OF

Personal P roperty!
Will he sold at public sale on SATUR
DAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1907, on the Geo.
W. Pennapacker farm, at Trappe, Pa., the
following described personal property : 3
horses. No. 1 is a black horse, eightyears
old-, weighs 1400 pounds, works anywhere;
No. 2 Is a bay horse, 10 years old, good
worker; No. 3 is a bay mare, 8
years old, works anywhere, fear
less of steam and trolley cars, 16
hands high, a good driver; a wellbred pacing colt, 6 months old, the pedi
gree will be read at the sale. Nine <3^74$
cows, 2 fresh by day of sale, tbeJSlA a
others are in profit. 100 chickens, mostly
young. Acme two-horse farm wagon,
nearly new; low-wheel wagon, another
two-horse farm wagon with bed, 2 sets of
hay ladders; express, Walt’s make, good
as new; double-seated surrey, rubber-tire
bicycle sulkey, running gear for a heavy
wagon, hay rake, Buckeye drill, steel
roller, grass mower, riding cultivator,
cornmarker, S tar corn planter, 2 Ham
burg Cbilleq plows, 2 springtooth barrows, one with wheels; hoe barrow, wood
sled, single sleigh, Osborne reaper. Cham
pion binder, Ellis fodder cutter, new;
double horse power, level-tread, Heebner’s
make; Ellis cleaner, wind mill, hay hook
and rope, 2 drag sleds, 2 good wheelbar
rows, water trough, 14 feet long; feed
trough, 16 feet long; 5 sets heavy harness,
set light harness, set express harness, fine
light double set of harness, good as new;
10 collars, of all kinds; 2 double lines, 3
sets fly nets, good saddle and bridle, 4
sets traces, 2 sets breast chains, 5 blind
halters, 3 heavy bridles, set cart harness,
log chain, 30-gallon sprayer, good for
whitewashing; 2 crosscut saws, 20-ft.
cedar ladder, 2% barrels vinegar, good
apple picker, 2 good feed shovels, shovel,
post spade, half-bushel measure, forks,
rakes, 12 bushels chicken manure, 19 cow
chains, grindstone, single and double
trees, about 200 bushels corn, 1000 sheaves
cornfodder, 50 bushels rye, 17 acres wheat
in the ground, four 30 and seven 20-quart
milk cans, Champion milk cooler, used one
week; Sharpless milk separator, good a$
new; lawn mower, 30-gallon farmer’s
boiler, sausage grinder and lard press,
milk buckets and strainer, three 18-quart
buckets to cool milk, coal oil stove, small
parlor stove, old-fashion kitchen side
board, cherry; double-barrel breech-load
ing gun, 2 graphophones, 2 horns, good
Singer sevying machine, 2 good brooders»
225 egg capacity each; 2 horse clipping
machines, one in good condition, and
many other articles too numerous to men
tion . These goods are nearly all new, beiog used the second year. Sale at 12.30
o’clock p. m., sharp. Conditions : 60 days
credit on all sums over $10.
CHAS. J. SMITH.
F. H. Peterman, auctioneer.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.
.
To tbe Electors and Taxpayers of
N
the township of Lower Providence.
o t ic e

At the municipal election to be held in
the township of Lower Providence on
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1907, the
electors of the township will, by the au
thority of a decree of the Court of Quarter
Sessions of Montgomery County, deter
mine by their vote whether or not the
work tax shall be abolished in said town
ship.
If the work tax be abolished, the State
agrees to pay annually to the township,
fifteen per cent, of the road tax collected
in said township. If the work tax be not
abolished, the State pays nothing.
Electors will take notice hereof, and
govern themselves accordingly.
R. J. CASSELBERRY,
WILSON C. PRICE,
ANTHONY AUER,
1-10.
Supervisors.
or rent.
95 ACRES with good buildings,
near Port Providence Station on the
Schuylkill Division of tbe Pennsylvania
R. R. This farm is known as “Garden
Spot,” and we believe it well worth the
inspection of any good man looking for a
farm to rent.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.

F

I f you have anything to
tell, advertiste it in tf>e Independent
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY,

and his head bent over his writing, a
AN ADVANCE PAYMENT.
MAN AND MEMORY.
gloved hand laid a newspaper clipping
M ark T w a in , H is Good Brother*, a n d
beside him and a voice said:
----- U S E C U L B E R T ’S ----T h e W a y W e G et O ar Im p ressio n s ol H
th e B r o k e n S u g a r B o w l.
“I called in answer to”—
a P r e v io u s E x is te n c e .
My mother had a good deal of trou
He raised his head. Miss Baesden
“Have we lived before?” is a ques
Stopped, straightened up and said with ble with me, but I think she enjoyed it.
a dignity sadly tinctured with embar She had none a t all with my brother tion discussed by many' correspondents
Henry, who was two years younger of British newspapers. Dr. Andrew
rassment:
“Excuse me, Mr. Jackson, I called to than I, and I think that the unbroken Wilson analyzed the strange phe
W111 eure your Diarrfioea> Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
answer an advertisement about a dog, monotony of his goodness and truth nomena of memory given by the con
By ABBIE F. RANSOM
and the office boy showed me here. I fulness and obedience would have been tributors in part as follows: “The doc H Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. :
Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
a burden to her but for the relief and trine of metempychosis or transmigra
wish to see Mr. Jacks.”
' Rodney Jacksoh was a t his desk In
He rose. “Please be seated, Miss variety which I furnished in the other
£§;
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT
jthe office of the Hustler In th a t envla- Baesden. What is it—trouble about a direction. I was a tonic. ,1 was valu tion of souls represents a very ancient
belief.
Not
merely
did
it
credit
the
jble state of mind which usually fol- dog? Perhaps I can help you.”
able to her. I jaever thought of It be
jlows a good dinner and makes a fine
The girl’s cheeks burned redder. fore, but now I see it. I never knew possibility that the soul after death
icigar a railroad on which to travel far ¡Something in Mr. Jackson’s manner Henry to do a vicious thing toward me could be transferred from one human
¡Into the castles of Spain.
held so much power, knowledge, pos or toward any one else, but he fre being to another, but it also held that
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
! Two months before he had been session, that she was mastered in spite quently did righteous ones that cost me the human soul might take up its
broken hearted because he and Della tf herself.
as heavily. It was his duty to report abode in another form of life and be ' m m m m m m m m m o :
¡Baesden had quarreled. She had giv
“I’ve lost my dog,” she said, “the one me when I needed reporting and neg transferred from the purely human to
en him back his ring. It wasn’t a dla- you gave me. I was shopping with lected to do it myself, and he was very
the lower animal domain. The theory
imond. He couldn’t afford one. In Aunt Esther and left the dear little fel faithful in discharging that duty. He
stead he had bought her an opal—“to low in the carriage. When we came Is Sid in “Tom Sawyer.” But Sid was asserts th at as each stage is ended
¡commemorate the month of our en out of Black’s he was gone. I adver not Henry. Henry was a very much and a new era begun the soul sheds
gagement,” he said, “and no bad luck tised him, and then I found this in the finer and better boy than ever Sid was. most of the features it illustrated in
the life it left, retaining now and then,
FOR
can follow so happy a courtship as found column, and I came here.”
I t was Henry who called my moth however, vague memories of some of
ours.” But It was over. The bad
“I see,” Mr. Jackson responded. er’s attention to the fact that the its antecedent states. Such memories,
luck their friends had prophesied came. “Well, I found a dog—a King Charles thread with which she had sewed my
H er heart had been broken, his life spaniel, near Black’s. Two other dogs collar together to keep me from going forcibly projected into the foreground
iruined, and he ended it all by accept were worrying him, and I picked him In swimming had changed color. My of our existence today, it is held,
ing a position on the staff of the Hus- up. I thought perhaps he’d been turn mother would not have discovered it should convince us that we have ‘lived
jtler, one of the “yellows,” at nearly ed down because his owner was tired but for that, and she was manifestly hpfore.’
“Everything "we have heard or seen
¡double the salary the staid, conserva- of him. I’ve been turned, down my piqued when she recognized that that
Itive Daily Chronicle had been paying self that way, and I know how it feels, prominent bit of circumstantial evi or otherwise appreciated through the
¡him.
so I took pity on the little cuss.”
dence had escaped her sharp eye. That agency of our sense organs—every im
A lady’s voice on the* other side of
The eyes opposite^iim filled slowly.
detail probably added a detail to my pression, every sensation — is really
¡the partition which separted his desk
“Was it Teddy?” she asked. “Oh, I punishment. It is human. We. gener stored up within those brain cells
¡from th at of the city editor’s reached didn’t tire of him; I liked him better ally visit our shortcomings on some which exercise the memory function. g r
¡his ears. It wasn’t an ordinary lady’s than ever after—it was all th at opal body else when there 'is a possible ex True, we may not be able to recall all 3 ^
¡voice—at least not to him—for it caused ring,” she added irrelevantly.
cuse for it. But no matter. I took it out of them at will. Many are doubtless
is
¡him to Jerk his feet off his desk, sit
He studied her narrowly.
of Henry. There is always compensa beyond the reach of the power that
upright and peer furtively around the
“I gave the opal to another girl,” he tion for such as are unjustly used. I revives and prints off for us positives
¡comer to obtain a mere glimpse of a said, “and we haven’t quarreled yet,”
often took it out of him—sometimes as from our stored up mental negatives.
¡blue tailor made suit, the pink rim of
She rose. “Goodby, Mr. Jackson. an advance payment for something But it is none the less significant that
■an ear and some locks of brown hair Perhaps she will appreciate my dog which I hadn’t yet done. These were on occasion.we can disinter memories
¡under a brown veil.
too.”
occasions when the opportunity was of events whose date lies very far
• Now, tailor made suits, pink ears and
“Perhaps she m ight” he said, stand too strong a temptation, and I had to back in our lives—recollections, these, 6 6 an d 6 8 E . M A I N S T R E E T .
■brown hair and veils are more common ing before her. “B u t you see, you draw on the future. I did not need to perhaps, we have never realized after
¡every day than sunshine, but these par- don’t know yet that it is your dog. copy this idea from my mother and their reception, but lying latent and
Iticular ones made his heart beat to the You haven’t proved property.”
probably didn’t. Still, she wrought only awaiting the requisite and proper
N O R R IS T O W N , F A .
stimulus to awaken them and to bring
¡tune of “Come Back, Sweetheart, to
upon th at principle upon occasion.'
“I leave it for you to do. Goodby.”
|Me,” while he strained his own ears in
If the incident of the broken sugar them to tbe surface of our life.
“Don’t hurry. I forgot to tell you
“This expresses briefly what we
most unmanly fashion to catch every th at the other girl was my sister.”
bowl is in “Tom Sawyer”—I don’t re
word the voice was saying.
“Oh!”
member whether it is or not—that is an mean by our ‘subliminal conscious t
r u e
“I inserted the ad. day before yester
“I’ve saved .enough in the last two example of it. Henry never stole sug ness.’ It is that underlayer of stored
day,” was what he heard, “and as yet months in ice cream, candy and such ar. He took it openly from the bowl. up impressions and memories which
IT WILL
have received no answer whatever. If to buy a ring.”
His mother knew he wouldn’t take sug is only fully awakened in cerM n brain
states
and
of
which
in
our
ordinary
¡you will put a little notice among your
Another; “Oh!”
ar when she wasn’t looking, but she
inews items that my dog has been lost,
'"had her doubts about me. Not exactly life we only receive the faintest and
“Is it my dog, Mr. Jackson?”
perhaps the finder may see It there.
doubts, either. She knew very well I most occasional reminders of its ex
“Shall I buy the ring?”
---- TO VISIT ----“You may bring Teddy up tonight if would. One day when she was not istence. We do not recognize the
you like.”
present Henry, took sugar from her source of every bit of ancient news
prized and precious old English sugar the subliminal consciousness may A Watch Must be or all Us Beauty
' “Not unless I buy the ring.”
is But a Mockery.
A few minutes later the office boy bowl, which was an heirloom in the bring to light, and so we treat its resur
A M D 1 3 $ W . H A IN S T . ,
family, and he managed to break the rections as if they were reflections
remarked to himself:
If
you
purchase a watch here
“By gee, she looks as if Jack bad bowl. It was the first time I had hver . from some previous phase of exist
Whereyoii can get GOOD SERVICEABLE
been kissing her.”
had a chance to tell anything on him, ence. But often the clew is supplied you get a guaranteed one—no
SHOES for Men, Women and Children
matter
how
expensive
or
how
us,
and
the
apparent
mysterious
re
at the LOWE8T POSSIBLE
and I was inexpressibly glad. I told
PRICES.
A Q u a in t B ird L ege n d .
him I was going to tell on him, but he awakening of past life appears merely simple a ease.
A medical journal in a recent refer was not disturbed. When my mother as a recollection the origin of which
give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps
Just now we offer a Genuine onWe
ence to a work on some old legends In came in and saw the bowl lying on the we did not at firsts recognize.
all purchases of $1.00 or more.
“Even the idea that sometimes Elgin Movement in Nickel Case,
connection with drugs said: “It would floor in fragments she was speechless
be interesting to know if the bird for a minute. I allowed th at silence to strikes us on entering a strange place, Stem-winding and Stem-setting,
which the author calls ‘aster’ is known work. I judged It Would increase the hitherto unknown to us, th at we ‘have Men’s Open Case, $5.00 Regular
CHAS. A. SABELOSKY,
to modern ornithologists. Speaking of effect. I was waiting for her to ask been there before’ is capable of ra Priee $6.50.
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET,
it, he remarks th at its scent is said to “Who did that?” so that I could fetch tional explanation. Our brain is built
be so strong that fishes are drawn by out my news. But it was an error of on the double principle and acts in ap
10-11.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
it as he is flying over the river and so calculation. When she got through with preciating our surroundings through
taken up by him, having one leg like a her silence she didn’t ask anything the simultaneous work of its two in
hawk, the other like a duck.” It is not about it. She merely gave me a crack tellectual centers. If there exists a
Jeweler and Optician,
difficult, however, to identify the bird on the skull with her thimble that I slight discrepancy in this simultaneous
in question. It is the osprey (Pandion felt all the day down to my heels. Then work, so that one half of our brain
Norristown, Pa.
haliaetus), which, although not today I broke out with my injured innocence, appreciates the scene a little before 16 E. Main St.
classified under the genus astur, Is re expecting to make her very sorry that the other half, we are presented with
lated to it. In the Rev. C. Swainson’s she had punished the wrong one. I ex the false memory of having seen the
$«5*03sagge
“Folklore of British Birds” there is a pected her to do something remorseful place before.”
I
am prepared to promptly furnish
reference to it from Shakespeare, “Co- and pathetic. I told her that I was not
and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER 1
T h e A n tiq u ity o f th e G lo v e.
the one—it was Henry. But there was
riolanus,” act 4, scene 3:
HEATERS and to do all kinds of re- a
-The antiquity of gloves has long been
pairing, as to heaters and steam fixtures. *
no upheaval. She said without emo
A u tid lu s, log.— f
Send for description of “Charmer” and ( ‘
A s is th e o sp re y to th e fish
tion: “I t’s all right. It Isn’t any mat in dispute. The question turns upon
1“Imperial” Steam Heaters. These are «
§
W h o ta k e s it
ter. You deserve it for something the rendering of a passage in tbe
among the very best on the market,
B y so v e re ig n ty o f n a tu r e .
you’ve done that I didn’t know about, fourth chapter of the book of Ruth,
and sure to give satisfaction.
I CALLED TO ANSWER AN ADVERTISEMENT
And
in
Peele’s
play,
called
‘¡¡The
Bat
verses
7.
8:
and if you haven’t done it, why, then
ABOUT A DOG.”
§
tle of Alcazar” (1594), act 2, scene 1:
“Now, tills was the manner in for
you deserve it for something that you
ALL KINDS of PUMPS
;The dog is a King Charles spaniel! I w ill p ro v id e th e e o f a p rin c e ly o sp ra y .
**
are going to do th at I shan’t hear mer time in Israel concerning redeem
fnrnisbed,
or repaired. Wind Mills
and his collar is marked ‘R. J. to T h a t, a s s h e flie th o v e r fish in pools,
and erected.
about.”—From Mark Twain’s Autobi ing and concerning changing for to
m 1supplied
jD. B.’ He was a present from a friend, T h e fish s h a ll t u r n t h e i r g lis te r in g bellies ography in North American Review.
Good workmanship guaranteed.
confirm
ail
things.
A
man
plucked
off
1
A share of the patronage of the pub
a very dear friend, and I prize him A n d up,
his shoe and gave it to his neighbor,
th o u s h a l t ta k e t h y lib e ra l choice of
lic respectfully solicited.
¡more than ever now because I have
a il.
and this was a testimony in Israel,
C h r is tia n ity , B u d d h ism a n d N irvan a.
¡lost my friend.”
—London Notes and Queries.
Buddhism and Christianity are at Therefore the kinsman said unto Boaz,
“I understand.” The editor’s tone
J. H. BO LTO N ,
one in th at they perceive our life here ‘Buy it for thee.’ So he drew off his
¡was kind—so kind, Jackson thought,
l a r g e s t L e a f In th e W o rld .
is but for a moment and if rightly shoe.”
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
¡listening behind his desk. “I’ll make a
The plant whicji has this most re lived it must be lived in view of an
For shoe in these verses, it is said,
S®3#«3*®3*03*«3*03*®3*03*G3#03*G(note of it and mention it in tomorrow’s markable leaf is named after Queen eternal life or a life hereafter. Life we ought to read glove.' On this mat
¡paper.”
Victoria. It was the tribute of a Brit does not cease with our departure. It ter M. Josephs, a Hebrew of great lit
In making your purchases at
ERHIOMEN VALLEY
I The blue suit turned to go; then the ish traveler in a faraway land when continues still beyond, and that life erary attainments and author of sev
FENTON'S STORE. Years of m
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
he discovered the unusual growth. beyond will be shaped by tbe life here. eral learned works, advanced the fol
voice spoke again.
o f Montgomery County.
experience enables the proprietor ¿ML
| “Please don’t mention what I said of The leaf was more than five feet in Both insist_on this, yet there is here a lowing theory: The Hebrew nangal
to know just what to buy, how x s
signifies
to
shut
close
or
inclose.
When
diameter,
and
around
It
extended
a
¡why I value the dear little dog,” she
strange diffefence of . emphasis, for
to buy, and how to sell the thou- q)
«aid. “I’d much prefer you would not.” rim about three to five Inches high. that which is promised in Buddhism followed by regel, the foot, it might
Incorporated May 13, 1871. •
sand and more articles kept in jjj
When it first opens, the flower Is is that in proportion as we are right mean a shoe or sandal, but when it
j “I understand,” came the suave restock
in
a
thoroughly
equipped
$
¡ply. “I’ll see that it is w ritten in a white, with pink in the middle, which eous here so shall existence hereafter stands by itself, as in tbe original of
general store.
^
spreads over the whole flower the be shortened, whereas in Christianity the passage quoted, ft must be render
¡way to please you, Miss”—
ed
“glove.”
It
is
further
stated
that
“Baesden. Good morning, Mr. Edi more it advances in age, and it is gen it Is promised th at in proportion as we
In DRY GOODS, GROCER- #
erally found the next day of a pink are righteous here we may be assured the ancient and modern rabbins agree
tor.”
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED 3
i “Arthur Edson, at your service, Miss color. As if to enhance its beauty, it of an immortal life hereafter. In in rendering the word from the original
GOODS, or in any department of ¡7
Baesden. And I hope our ad. will is sweet scented. Like others of the Buddhism desire is regarded as the as “glove” and that Joel Levy, a cele
the big store on the comer you v
brated
German
translator,
gave,
in
tribe, it possesses a fleshy disk, and evil thing and as th at which produces
¡bring your dog. Good morning.”
will find what you want at the
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $10,000,000*.
The blue suit left the office, and petals and stamens pass gradually in existence. When a man Is filled with stead of shoe, his picturesque native
right price.
term
of
hand
schuh,
hand
shoe,
by
to
each
other,
and
many
petaloid
scarcely had it disappeared when Jackdesire up to the moment of death
Ready-made Pantaloons and i¡j£
son was ail action. Seizing a pencil, leaves may be observed. “We met thereafter that self asserting desire which gloves are known in Germany
Office o f the Company:
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s z
he scribbled a few lines and then dash them afterward frequently,” says an goes on. He is reborn and given fur to this day.—“Gloves,” by William
Boots and Shoes are among the ¡ja
ed like a cyelone upon an innocent boy explorer, “and the higher we advanced ther opportunity. He may stilt main Beck, 1883, in Notes and Queries.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
specialties.
T
guarding the entrance of his stand the more gigantic they became. We tain a degree of self assertion and be
G rain as Food staff.
measured a leaf which was six feet
of genius.
born
over
and
over
again.
This
is
the
To most people of our present time,
A . D. FETTEROLF, S e c r e t a r y .
Crockery and Glassware, Paints, $
“Here, you rascal, get this ad. up, five inches in diameter, its rim five immortality of Buddhism. But if he
says
Dr. A. E. Gibson in the Dietetic
and
a
half
Inches
high
and
the
flower
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
and get it quick! Tell ’em to hold*back
succeeds
in
altogether
suppressing
de
H.
W.
KRATZ,
President,
and Hygienic Gazette, the necessity of
fifteen inches.”—Dundee Adver
the earth if necessary to get it in to across
sire, if he can entirely obliterate per bread consumption for the mainte
tiser.
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
Norristown, Pa,
day. Skite! Hurry up, double quick,
sonality, then he has attained to Nir nance of bodily existence stands as a
variety.
or I’ll order your coffin! D’ye hear?”
vana here and hereafter.—Exchange.,
A H erd o f B a lls .
central, unquestionable fa c t That such
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday
“Don’t see what there Is in that to
The herding of bulls is not by any
of each week ; also every evening.
a high reward for grain as foodstuff,
make a fuss over,” the boy muttered means confined to the Emerald Isle. It
“ K e y s ” a n d " Q u a y s .”
however, is overdrawn is evident from
to himself. ‘Found—A King Charles was a Scotchwoman who said that the
The keys off the Florida coast illus the circumstance that entire races of
spaniel with initial collar. Owner can butcher of her town only killed half a trate, by the spelling and pronuncia
50 YEARS?
have same by calling at the editorial beast at a time. It was a Dutchman tion of their name, the remarkable men have been and are yet found to
EXPERIENCE
rooms of the Hustler and proving prop who said that a pig had no marks on power woids have to affect other words sustain a magnificent physical health
erty. Inquire for Mr. Jacks.’ Nothing his ears except a short tail. It was a more or less like themselves. These and strength on a diet wholly exempt
In that ’s I can see—nothing but a British magistrate who, on being told keys, deriving their name from the from bread. The great majority of
African and Australian aborigines are
Idog.”
by a vagabond that he was not married, Spanish “cayo,” a shoal rock or bar
| “All right,” Jackson commented ten responded, “That’s a good thing for rier reef, would still have been called enjoying physical health and strength
minutes later. “If any one inquires for your wife.” It was a Portuguese mayor “cays,” no doubt, but for the influence though in perfect Ignorance of a nour
Mr. Jacks send ’em to me and keep who enumerated, among the marks of tbe kindred word which we now ishment prepared from our familiar
T rade M a r k s
D e sig n s
your mouth shut. Here’s a half dollar. when found, “a marked impediment in write “quay,” but still pronounce grains, and the entire Mongolian race
finds
in
rice
a
substitute
for
bread.
C o p y r ig h t s & c .
|Go buy yourself a necktie. That one his speech.” It was a Frenchman who “kee.” The new spelling is modeled
Anyone
sending
a
sketch
and
description
may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
you’re wearing reminds me of the time contentedly laying his head upon a on the modern French “quai,” but the In tropical countries fruits and nuts
invention
is
probably
patentable.
Communica*
were always found to supply the na
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
■a rattlesnake bit me.-”
large stone jar for a pillow stuffed it pronunciation is a trace of the old tives with an ideal diet, while the
free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Dead Animals Removed sent
i The boy looked up, his face full of with hay. It was an American lecturer
P atents taken through Munn & Co. receive
spelling “key,” which prevailed from
special notice, without charge, in th e
varions species of grass served the
¡solicitude.
who solemnly said one evening, “P ar the fourteenth to the eighteenth cen roaming herbivorous animals as a
FREE OF CHARGE.
“Did the snake die?” he asked se- ent, you may have children; or, if not, tury. Yet undoubtedly this “key” used
means of subsistence. This grass diet,
pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash,
iriousiy.
your daughter may have.” It was a to be pronounced “kay,” and so, as originally a purely animal diet, has, forI first-class
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
cattle or horses delivered to
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
| “You will, you young imp. You’ll die German orator who, warming with his Shakespeare’s and Dryden’s rhymes
year; four months,
Sow by all newsdealers.
my place, than anybody else.
under
.the
influence
of
cultural
Inci
¡of brains in the head if you’re not care- subject exclaimed, “There is no man, prove, did the key of a lock.. It was
I pay for stock when I get two head or
MUNN
&
Co.36,Broadwa>
’ New York
!fnl. I’ll be back at 6.” And, shoulder- woman or child in the house who has the door “kay’s” change to “kee” un dents and a misguided palate; been more at the same time and place.
Branch Office. 6 * F 8U Washington. D. a
¡lng his photographic kit, he was off arrived at the age of fifty years but der Scottish Influence that set the ex turned into a diet for man. For grain,
J3F“Both ’phones—United, 629 ; Bell, 11-L.
after an illustrated story,
has felt the truth thundering through ample to the others.—London Chron even including the “king of grains”— G eo. W . S ch w eik er,
wheat—is botanically a grass gone to
E T Y O U R P o s te r s P r in te d a t
The next morning, bask to the door their minds for centuries.”
icle.
fiOAd
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
t h e I n d e n e n d e n i O ffic e .
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CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,

•53THE LEADING PLACE £•
AND RAINCOATS

AT GREAT BARGAIN PRICES

HUfiMAN WETZEL’S

When in Norristown -
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SABELOSKT’S 101 STORES,

J. D. S A L L A D E ,
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I YOU WILL
I MAKE NO 1
MISTAKE I
'
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Insures Against Fire and Storm,

I

W.P. FMTOH, 1

ScientificAmerican.
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A Yery Important Matter
For FARMERS to know Is where to get the 'REST CHOPPISO done and
where to get a full line of the REST FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Llnseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices.
You will find It at

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.
Respectfully,

F J. CLAMER.

Watches and Diamonds
For E V E R Y B O D Y .
fg* Beautiful Silver and Ebony
Toilet Ware.

Rings for Old and Young !
Our stock was
never brighter.

never better,

Kerper & Custer, Jewelers

EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

338 HIGH STREET,

OO I
10-11.

O V E R
I am fully equipped at my New
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
mile South of Perkiomen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and in
vite new ones to give me a trial.
All work guaranteed.
Carriages anil Business
Wagons Built to Order
at Right Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done In the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
’Phone.
R. H. GRATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

$ 4 1 , 0 0 0

IN TER EST
was added by this company to savings de
positors’ accounts in 11106.
DON’T FORGET
that this institution COMPOUNDS ITS
INTEREST YEARLY on all savings ac
counts and
R E S ID E S

allows 8 per cent, interest every day the
money is on deposit.

POTT8TOWN, PA.
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Forristow n T rust Co. YOST’S LIVERY

—FOR—

#3“,YOUNG MEN
among our new and ex
clusive suits for young
men, are:

RAILROAD HOUSE

Ventless coat, buttoning with
but three buttons, long soft roll
ing lapels, permitting the col
Good teams furnished promptly larless vest to show above
spring, new cuffs on sleeves.
at reasonable prices.
Whenever good form calls for
men’s and young men’s clothes
Usually a lot of Neeond-hand
of faultless fit and style, every
Vehicles on Hand (or hale
one of our new suits will be en
Cheap.
tirely appropriate.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

HOLD ON THERE!

H E N R Y Y O S T , JR.
Tie careful not to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had Both ’Phones.
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
¡■are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
We may save you a dollar or two, also.
Established • - 1875.
'Come and see us.

THE OLD STAND

W .H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

FRANK W. SHALKOP,

Choice Bread

(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)

AND

C akes

Undertaker • Embaimer
TRAPPE, PA.

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplvlng
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
23ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

THE ENTERPRISE
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
t3F* Will meet trains at all Stations. Of.
dcrs received by telephone or telegraph. 5-0

M. MARBLE m
—ÀNÛ—

Fall Soft and Stiff Hats
5oc. to $3.00. We doubt"if
you eau Beat Our Hats, for
we Don’t Know Their Equals.
The Proper Hat, 50c. to $5.00.

How ridiculous a girl of 18
would look wearing an old
woman’s bonnet 1 Is it not
just as illogical for a young man
of 20 to wear the same style
hat as a man of 40 does % Some
stores do not take age into con
sideration and sell the same
style to young and old. We
don’t. There are styles here
for different ages of men and
we’fe careful to sell the right
hat that the age requires.

R O O T ’S
No. 221 High St.,

Q-ranite YVorks. P O T T S T O W N
H . E. B R A N D T, « Proprietor.
Walnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa.

—AND-

FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

THE BEST HARNESS
MADE TO ORDER.
. ^ “11 stock of harness supplies, saddles,
enales, boots, blankets for summer and
staMe brooms, combs, brushes, <fec.
KKPAIRING OF HARNESS a specialty.
Also choice grade cigars. Special atten •
»on to box trade.

W. E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

¿to

ite ¿to

¿»AdfcfeAfcfc

When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE

RA-MBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- 0 O0 ----

We prom ptly obtain U. g. an d Foreign

r
f

PATENTS
m°d e^ sketch *or photo of invention for t
on P atentability. F or f re e 1— v '

IfeSSrfRftDE-MtRKS

tOpposite U. S. Patent Office.
W ASHINGTON D. C.

B31T“ First-class Aeeommodations for Man
and Beast.

( i. ‘

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.
-----0O0-----

P. K. C able, Proprietor.

feet leisurely and brushed an imagi
LABRADOR.
nary speck from his broad knee.
Cornwell rose stiffly to his feet. His Its F a s c in a t in g P rocessio n o f Colo«s a l, F a n t a s t ic Ice b e rg s.
eyes were dark .with anger, and his
I t is the icebèrgs that make Labrador
muscular
hands
clasped
and
unclasped
....AND THE....
in an effort of self control.
fascinating. They greet you when you
“So your plan Is to frighten me into si ?*7n out of the strait of Belle Isle,
submission, eh?” he said, his voice the northern gateway of the gulf of
ringing with contempt. “Well, it won’t St. !»awrence, and head northward up
work. I don’t scare worth a ---- , even
the coast of Labrador. They come
B y H a r r i e t B a tc h e lo r B r a d n e r
at a charge of bribery!” and his fine
floating from the north, an endless pro
$M M M IM U U M W W m W W M M M 4 lips curled.
McWilliams leaned back in his chair, cession, all shapes, fantastic, colossal,
The day Eleanor Beverly had been In his pudgy thumbs hooked in the arm statuesque, even grotesque—a magnifi
her position as Cornwell’s secretary six holes of his waistcoat. “Who’ll prove cent assemblage of crystal domes and
months something happened. The po your story to a jury?” he asked Inso turrets and marble fortresses. Your
litical boss of his precinct, McWilliams, lently. His eyes narrowed to furtive steamer picks its way carefully among
them lest they be jealous of her intru
having made an engagement over the slits. “Who’ll prove it, I say?”
sion and fall over upon her. And in
“I
will,”
answered
the
ringing
voice
telephone, paid the young lawyer a
tue midst of this glorious company you
visit at lunch hour, when the place was of a girl—“I will!”
come to Battle Harbor.
With
a
violent
exclamation
of
irrita
practically deserted.
The settlement is on an island per
tion, the grafter sprang to his feet, and
Having carefully closed the door be
Cornwell, wheeling, looked straight haps 200 yards in diameter, which is
hind him, he settled his huge bulk In a into the shining eyes of Eleanor Bever the outpost of a larger island, and
plows the waves of the ocean like the
chair and came at once to business.
ly, who stood just within the door.
“Mr. Cornwell, we need your support
“I knocked, but, hearing no sound, prow of some gigantic ocean liner. In
In the coming election,” he began Im supposed no one was here,” she said to storms the spray leaps almost across
pressively. “If a man of your sterling him breathlessly. Then her eyes trav I its ledgy surface. A cove hides behind
I thè bluff sea wall, and on its rim nes
worth comes out for our candidate it eled to the other man, and she spoke:
tles a tiny village of whitewashed cot
“You
are
the
grafter
McWilliams.
1
will settle the vote of the majority.”
I tages. You climb the hill to the lookhave
been
waiting
for
you
to
come.”
“Impossible!” returned Cornwell de
j out. Away to the. north and south
“You surprise me.”
cidedly. “As I have repeatedly told
“I expect to surprise you still fur I spreads out the vast procession of the
your agenté, I do not approve of your ther,” Miss Beverly replied easily. “Mr. , icebergs. They come out of the north,
selection' and cannot conscientiously Cornwell,” she continued quickly, “two ' the fog surrounding their tops and
vote for him. As to the influence of months ago I sat behind this man and streaming like smoke from - their pin
nacles. They move slow’y southward,
my decision, you greatly overestimate a friend of his on a trolley.”
' perhaps three or four miles a day.
McWilliams
lunged
forward^
his
eyes
It.”
! Some go directly south down the New“See hare, Cornwell, we’ve got to predatory and threatening.
1 foundland coàst, some turn west as
“They
both
had
been
drinking
and
have you with us. Upper is all right.
they approach the strait and are swept
were
talking
rather
loudly.
I
heard
Man, you're prejudiced—unjustly preju
by the tide into the gulf of St. Law
them
speaking
your
name
and
laughing
diced. Why, he’s the most inoffensive
rence.
over a trick the other man had played
fellow—harmless as a kitten!”
Day by day from the hilltop you note
v “That’s my opinion of Mr. Upper ex on you—a trick th at put your honor in their slow progress. Each day sees
their
hands.
They
spoke
of
the
check”
actly,” observed Cornwell, smiling
.new forms emerging on the northern
grimly—“inoffensive, harmless, unable —Cornwell set his teeth, and his eyes horizon, while old, familiar bulks are
to say ‘no;’ a weak fool in the hands blazed—“and told how they expected to lost to view in the south. Each month’s
use it as a weapon over your head in
of unscrupulous politicians.”
icebergs are natives of a more northern
“Hey? What’s that about unscrupu the election. I listened—because 1 region. Hence the bergs of the late
knew
I
could
help
yqu.”
lous politicians?” McWilliams’ bulging
“Why didn’t you tell me of this be ! summer, though fewer in number, are
eyes glared savagely. “This ain’t no
fore?”
Cornwell asked eagerly. “Why individually larger than those of the
subject to be treated without gloves.”
earlier part of the season, because they
did
you
keep it to yourself?”
The two men looked into each other’s
have been longer in the making, com
“I—
you,”
the
girl
hesitated,
her
lips
eyes for the space of a second, the one
ing from farther, north.
angry and uncomfortable, the other trembling in embarrassment, “you had
June’s icebergs are Labrador’s own
so
much
to
worry
you
at
the
time
that
calm and undisturbed. Then McWil
product and have broken off from the
I—I
thought
I
could
watch
alone,”
she
liams leaned forward and began in a
ice field that has filled the bays and
finished hurriedly. “Nothing could be extended far into the ocean in the.pre
confidential undertone:
“Look here, Cornwell, I don’t mind done till he”—pointing—“made the first vious winter. July’s bergs come from
confessing to you that we’re up a move.” Looking at the man she had Baffin Land, while the huge bulks of
stump. Lippers is a regular frost, but protected for a sign of approval, she August are natives of Kane bay and
if we fall to elect him there’ll be no saw in his eyes a look that sent a the far northern rim of Greenland,
quiver of joy into the secret places of . where man has never been.—W. B.
end of money lost.”
“Which a good natured alderman, her heart,, making the warm blood Conant in Boston Transcript.
once elected, will see to returning, of surge into her cheeks.
McWilliams looked fixedly into her
course,” interrupted the lawyer dryly.
DOG DON’TS.
radiant
eyes, and his own face slowly
“I’m glad you catch the drift, of my
flushed.
remarks so quickly.” . McWilliams’
Don’t take the dog calling on a
“There was a time once when if the
smile was comprehensive and bland.
friend
who owns a cat.
“Yes, I follow you perfectly, but you girl had loved me—or, well,” and he
Don’t make his life a miserable bur
shook
his
huge
shoulders
helplessly.
haven’t my sympathy.” Cornwell look“Cornwell, it was a dirty trick. If the den by taking him shopping.
Don't permit him to jump on a caller,'
apology of a man liko^tue amounts^ to
anything, I do so humbly. It was this wiping his dirty paw s, over her best
•young girl who sav.ed you a very bad gown.
Don’t take him calling at all, to have
season—she kind of reminds me of the
other one—and I see that you’ve got him run around a friend's house chew
sense enough to appreciate it. I wish ing up rubbers, etc.
it was you that was on the ticket.
Don't permit him to salute you with
Well, I won’t keep you from tellih’ her his tongue and then say rapturously,
any longer,” and he Went out and “See how he kisses me.”
closed the door behind him.
Don’t let him hop up on the chairs,
so that the next person who sits there
B u tle r a n d tlie Students.
will acquire a coat of dog hairs.
During one of his warmest 'political
Don’t tie him up and go off for the
campaigns Benjamin F. Butler was day In order that he may make the
advertised to make a speech in a town neighbors miserable with his howling.
hall situated near one of the smaller
Don’t expect outsiders to have the
New England colleges. Some of the same admiration far him and accord
students of the college who did not him 'the same.indulgent treatm ent you
sympathize with Butler in his political do.—Exchange.
aspirations agreed to have a little fun
at his expense. As a preliminary move
B e y o n d Him.
they decided to wait until after the
In the staging of one of his earlier
time for beginning the meeting and plays Joseph Jefferson, accompanied
then go in a body to the hall, march by a friend, attended a rehearsal, at
in together, making as much noise as which a lively disagreement arose be
possible in securing seats and thus tween two of the actresses as to the
compel the speaker to .pause in his re possession of the center of the stage
marks. Then a series of various in during a certain scene. While the man
terruptions was arranged, to be start ager poured oil upon the troubled wa
ed a t different times upon the signal ters Jefferson sat carelessly swinging
of a chosen leader. General Butler his feet from the rail of an adjoining
had been speaking for ten minutes box. The friend could stand it no
S T IL L H O L D IN G T H E S M IL E , H E H A N D ED
C O R N W ELL T H E C H EC K ,
when the hall door opened and about longer.
ed him straight in the eye. “Mr. Mc- forty students entered and marched
“Qood gracious, Jefferson,” he ex
Williams, you knew before you came down toward the platform. They kept claimed, “this will ruin your play.
here that I wasn’t open to bribery!” perfect step, and the steady tramp, Why don’t you settle matters? You
tramp made it impossible for the could if you only ¡would !”
And he settled back in bis chair.
Jefferson shook his head gravely, but
The boss of the precinct emitted an speaker to go on. Quietly waiting un
| Ugly smile. Fumbling in an inner coat til they had all taken their seats, But with a twinkle in his eye. “No, George,”
pocket, he drew out an envelope and ler said, with a smile, “It is pierfectly he replied, “the Lord only made one
evident which end of themselves these man who could ever,m anage the sun
extracted from it a canceled check.
“I tried to persuade you gentle,” he young men can use best.” There were and moon, and you remember even be
said. “Now we’ll see what pressure yells of laughter and hearty applause let the, stars alone.”—Harper’s Weekly.
can do.” And, still holding the smile, from the audience, and no further at
tempts to interrupt the speaker were
One Can «e o f E y e D isea se .
he handed Cdrnwell the check.
A Scotch surgeon recently cajled at
“Well, what of it?” he asked after a made by-the students.
tention to the connection between an
brief examination.
uncared for mouth with carious teeth
T h e S p irit o f D a n c in g *
“What of it!” exclaimed McWilliams
Times and manners change. The and« a form of eye disease. He de
in exasperation. “What of a check for
$5,000 to you frOifl Hendricks—Hen customs of London, ancient and mod scribes three cases, in each of which
ern, greatly differ. Says the London the teeth were in very bad condition.
dricks, the grafter?”
The gums were soft and spongy, bleed
The young man flushed angrily; Times regarding mediaeval days: ing easily, while tiny drops of pus could
“And so you purpose to show tins as “xigiicifig v’fis a passion with every be pressed out from their margins. The
proof that Hendricks bought rnS id body. Ffom the §tiees to the milk- breath had a sour smell, and the com
some deal for $5,000?” he said, fGe ifiaid, all the women danced; from the plexion was of a muddy, sallow tint.
color creeping away from his lips USr ¿mg to the craftsman, all the young In caring for these cases the first step
he recognized the false position into meli danced. They danced in the was to purify the mouth and put the
which the presence of the check forced rfitaSis whenever it was possible, teeth into good condition. Such pro
was one of the reasons why
him. “Mr. McWilliams, you know bet « 4
cedure, together twitb suitable tonics
te r than that!” Even the well season May day was .so joyous a festival. The and local eye treatment, brought about
move
courtly
p
aople
bad
dances
digni
ed boss shrank a little from his anger.
a perfect recovery. This is only one
“Some time ago Mr. Hendricks hur fied and stately, suctl as tlle danse au example of the serious nature of dental
riedly entered my office and begged viriet, In which each Performer sang diseases.
____
me to lend him $5,000 in cash to close a verse, and tht ' u they all danced
\e
siiine
verse
I
d
out a real estate deal, as he said. He i around, singing ti
Iron.
explained that the owner was leaving chorus; the Pas dk Brabant, where
In an article on prehistoric iron the
his
partner;
the
immediately for the w est and, as it j every man knelt to
Industrial World states that Ciuunr
was after banking hours, refused to | dahse au cbapelet, wh ere every man Roman occupation, from the mi -h ie of
v
danced
toreceive a check. As you fcmow, we I kissed his partner; the,
the first century to 41), England had
haudle a great deal of ready money j gether, singing minstrels’ songs; they, a commercial iron industry, which ha.danced
in
here, so I gave him the amount he dluiced In the' garden, they
been continuous to the present time.
wanted and took his check for $5.000. j the meadow, they went out & t night to The Swedish industry has been con
Had the light subsequently thrown on ! dance, with tapers iw their hat. ds; they tinuous from the thirteenth century oi
his character illuminated Mr: Hfen- i danced to beautiful music play«, 1 by an earlier. In the American colonies the
dricks at the time I would imBesitat- j orchestra. Where'fa the dancing . spirit
-ne? first successful attempt at iron making
tngly have refused his request. This, ! now. where the mixed kiss, ng? was at ILyns:, Mass., in 10 .o.
Mr. McWilliams, is the explanation of When did Merry England die? Wh. en
that check—facts with which youi are did it begin. Was it ever so'?"
A H ard Slap.
doubtless already acquainted.”
“Very well. sir,” cried Dr. Kwnck
“Indeed! Let .me advise you, my
,fter hie* quarrel with th undertaker.,
A g r u in s t t h e R u l e s .
friend, to remember your vote while-it
’ll make you sorry for this."
Facetious French .Railway Guard (to I
is possible.” The politician’s tone was lVtdy throwing kisses from carriage
What are you goin to do?” sneered
insultingly familiar. “This little'fairy window to her fiance)—PardoA. riam ’- I
.undertaker. “Retire from P:
tale would sound rather flimsy before; •selle. but it is forbidden to th ro w any
-Philadelphia Press.
---- U th® ,
a jury, I fancy.” and. he crossed his thing from the carriage windows.
tice?”-

HORACESTORB
M arb le
G ra n ite
W o rk s,
149

St.

POTTSTOW N, PENN’A.
Designs and Estimates Furn
ished Free oi Charge.

ECZEMA and PILE CURE

FREE Knowing what it was to suffer

" I will give FREE of CHARGE
to any afflicted a positive cure for Eczema,
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Piles and Skin
Diseases. Instant relief. Don’t suffer
longer. Write F. W. WIT,LIAMS, 400
Manhattan avenue, New York. Enclose
Stamp.

V T O R R I S T O W I I HERALD
B O O K BINDERY. Binding,
Job Ruling, Perforating. Paging, Number
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business
m m g m m m m m
Houses, given special attention. Magazines
bound and repairing done quickly and
cheaply.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
Advertise Your Sales in the
Independent.
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

T he inability of the railroads to move tbe
great corn crop in some localities of the
Western States will result in great loss to
producers as well as in indirect loss to car
PU B L ISH E D EVERY THURSDAY.
riers and consumers. Telegraphic reports
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA, from points in Oklahoma show that corn is
rotting in great piles along the railway tracks.
The elevators are crammed. There have been
E. S. M oser, E d ito r a n d P ro p rie to r.
no empty ears available for months. Of
course, the farmers are turning as much corn
Thursday, Februuary 7, 1907.
as possible into beef and pork, but the crop is
too large for consumption on the spot.

The Independent

T he retirem ent of Senator Dryden from
R epresentative J oseph S. T homas, of
the U. S. Senatorial contest in New Jersey is
regarded by a considerable numberof Jersey- Bucks county, writes from Harrisburg to his
men, and others, as one of the hopeful signs Bristol Gazette, as follows : “The indications
are that the Highway Department will be
of the times.
granted an appropriation of six or seven
A monument to commemorate Mr. War millions of dollars. Also that townships
abolishing the work tax will be given appro
ren, who invented and manufactured the first
priations of fifty per cent, of their total road
sidehill plow, will soon be erected in Peru,
tax. If all townships avail them selves of the
Me., according to plans recently formulated
proposed measure it would amount to over
by a wealthy Philadelphian, a son of the
two
millions in the State. To meet this drain
inventor.
•
the Hitchcock bill, which bad been reported
from tbe Ways and Means committee, places
H enry M. B rownback, E sq., who for a one mill additional tax on corporations to
the past eight years has rendered efficient be used solely for road purposes. The pro
service as postmaster of Norristown, has’ posed mill tax will yield over two millions of
been recommended by President Roosevelt, of revenue.”
on request of Congressman Wanger, for an
other term of four years.
S enator Roberts is evidently bent
upon holding up his reputation as an enter
T he tbeorizers who are contending in tainer at social functions. The farmers of
favor of Government management of rail Towamencin are a favored lot of yeoman, in
roads and Government control of various im attestation of which the Senator’s periodical
portant utilities should take especial interest and liberal set-outs are to be noted. The
in the fact that it cost the Government $359,- farmers of Worcester and Skippack are not
425 more to build tbe Connecticut than was weaklings as gastronomical performers, and
paid to private shipbuilders for the Louisiana, it will be just like the Senator to afford them
a sister ship of the same size and equipment. opportunities to make drives at roast turkeys
and other substantial and toothsome articles
of
diet, by and by. If the farmers of Upper
It is well to lecture the Japanese on the
importance of commercial honesty, but Providence, Limerick and some other town
Americans should not be too intrusive in tell ships experience a gnawing sensation in the
ing the Japs what they should not do. A belt region, they must sim ply await their
line of $2.75 shoes from America was recently turn with patience. The editor will wager a
landed in Australia. The footwear is thus mug of coffee that tbe Senator will not permit
described by the Sydney Bulletin : “Tbe only them to suffer beyond their strength to
endure.
scrap of real leather about them was a shav
ing on tbe soles, the rest consisting of a
A nd at last the public school system has
cloth that looked like kid, some wood, some
attracted
the attention of a considerable
paper and about eighty stitches.”
number of lawmakers at Harrisburg. It is
T he basic idea of the “ People’s Lobby” stated as a fact, not a particularly startling
fact either, that the K eystone State, in com
recently organized at Washington is that, if
parison with other States, stands nineteenth
the people know the facts on legislative mat
in educational standards. “Parmer” Creasy,
ters, public opinion will find such wide ex
the Democratic floor leader of the House, be
pression that it cannot be disregarded.
lieves that the Legislature should provide a
Channels of publicity are not lacking. An
commission to go into the school system ofi
important branch of tbe work of the organi
the State and learn what is needed to raise
zation is the careful compiling of the public
tbe standard. The commission he would have
record of every senator and representative.
The people have a right to know from an un composed of the most prominent educators of
the State, and they should be given power to
prejudiced source what their legislators are
doing, and so long as the source continues un examine the system s which have placed other
States in the van of Pennsylvania. They
prejudiced and tbe information is impartially
stated, the Lobby should be capable of doing would be required to report to the next Legis
lature with recommendation for laws to wipe
a great work.
out all existing school measures and reor
ganize the entire system . Mr. Creasy’s idea
R ecent court developments in Philadel is a good onq in theory. The successful ap
phia indicate tbe power of tbe modern polit plication of it would depend upon the per
ical boss in tbe field of municipal contracts sonnel of the commission. I t will be no easy
legally awarded by the officials chosen by the task to divest the school system of this State
people. The pdople choose their servants, of its dry7 bones, of the influence of the inter
the servants sustain very friendly relations ested Normal School clique and of monop
with a certain political b o ss; the boss sug olistic text-book combinations, and plant it
g e sts contractors, and the people pay for the squarely upon advanced educational grounds.
jobs contracted for. I t ’s dead easy, after Let the effort be made by all means.
you understand just bow the scheme is
worked. If tbe boss happens to be an honest
T he rapacious Steel T ru st is robbing the
man, they get about what they pay for. If,
shipbuilders
and Uncle Sam is asked to aid
however, be has an easy conscience and aims
to get rich quick, the people do not g et value the shipbuilders with subsidies—not by re
for value. The shortage sometimes extends pealing the tariff on ship plates. The follow
ing information is from the report of the
into millions.
Commissioner of Navigation :! “In October,
1900, the price in the United States was
A service pension measure passed the $38.88 a ton, as against $24.64 in Great
House at Washington, Monday, and will go to Britain. In April, 1901, the American price
the President for bis approval. It will add was fixed at $35.84.
With the exception of
about $8,000,000 annually to the expenditures the six months from September, 1904, to Feb
for pensions. Under its provisions pensions ruary, 1905, inclusive, this price has been
are to be granted to veterans as. follows: At maintained without change.' The British
the age of 62 years, $12 per month; 70 years, price during this period has fallen as low as
$26.15, and except for a period .of three
$15 per month, and 75 years and over, $20 a months in 1901 it has never equalled the
month. No person shall receive a pension American price. During m ost of the time
under ander any other law at the same time there has been a difference of from $5 to $8 a
he is receiving a pension under the provisions ton in favor of the English shipbuilder, and
of this act. No person is pensionable under the Steel Trust has successfully met British
competition at these prices while paying tbe
this act who is receiving or may hereafter re freight from P ittsburg.” Is it easier for
ceive a greater pension under any other gen President Roosevelt to favor subsidies from'
eral or special law. It is provided that no tbe Government to American shipbuilders,"
pension attorney, claim agent or/bther person than to reason in favor of putting American
shall be entitled to receive any compensation shipbuilders on an equal footing with foreign
for services rendered, in presenting any ers? The President certainly knows that
Uncle Sam is pampering and feeding tbe
claim to the Bureau of Pensions, or securing Steel T rust and indirectly heaping extortions
any pension, under the act.
upon cpnsumers.

THE
BRIGGS ELECTED
JERSEY’S SENATOR Irresistibly Funny Thrusts
Fashioned in the best devising of
modern art in

Was Made Republican Caucus Nomi
nee After a Hot Fight.
SUCCEEDS

JOHN

F.

DRYDEN

Trenton, N. J., Feb. 6.—State Treas
urer Frank O. Briggs was elected by
tbe New Jersey legislature to succeed
John F. Dryden as United States sena
tor for the six years beginning March
4 next.
Will certainly be regarded esthetically
Mr. Brigg’s election came as a result
if not altogether appreciated other
of a series of caucuses or attempted
caucuses on the part of the Republican
wise. These and others betokening
members of the legislature. There was
talk of a combination against Mr.
real sentiments of affection and esteem
Briggs in favor of State Senator Brad
are embraced in the vast collection at
ley, of Camden. Later in the day Gov.
em or Stokes took an active hand in
the m atter in favor of Mr. Briggs, with
the result that Mr. Bradley practically
withdrew.
When the Republicans finally decid
VALENTINES FROM 1 CENT TO $1.50
ed to take a vote in caucus Mr. Briggs
captured the nomination with 22 votes Here is the largest collection of POST CARDS in this town—local, funny
out of the 40 members present. The
and pretty reminders.
other 18 votes were divided as follows:
Governor Stokes, 7; Senator Bradley,
6; Justice Pitney, 4, and former Gov
ernor Griggs, 2.
Immediately a t the conclusion of the
Republican caucus the legislature went
into joint meeting, and Mr. Briggs’
election was accomplished. He receiv
ed 41 votes, a majority of the entire
legislature. Senator Colby voted for
Justice Pitney, Senator Ackerman
n o q q i s t o w i s . P A .
voted for former Governor John W.
Griggs and Assemblyman Buck was
absent. Assemblyman Fake, who re
fused to go into the Republican cau
cus, voted in the joint meeting for
The Original BORNEMAN
Mr. Briggs. This he did at the solici
tation of Governor Stokes and former
Assistant Postm aster General William
M. Johnson.
The Democrats held a caucus, buried
----- N O W O P E N A T -----their differences and agreed to support
James E. Martine. This eliminated
Dr. Woodrow Wilson, of Princeton
University, who was being supported
JSTOiR.ZRISTO'WlSr.,
by former United States Senator
James Smith, Jr., and Colonel E. A ., FIR8T-CLA88 PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY.
THE BEST 8ERVICE GUARAN
Stevens, who was backed by the Hud
TEED. t I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE
OLD AND NEW PATRONS.
son delegation. Mr. Martine in the
10 18-ly.
8 . 8 . B O O N EM A N , » . » . 8 .
joint session received the votes of all
of the 35 Democrats who were present.
At the conclusion of the joint session
Overcoats, Suits
Mr. Briggs held an informal reception
in his office in the state house. He has
and Trousers.
not yet decided when he will resign as
state treasurer, but he will probably
Men, Young Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s.
do so before the present session of the
legislature adjourns. The state treas
Prices never before equalled in this town. Mnst close oat
urer is elected by the legislature in
joint session, and the Republicans are stoeb o f all heavy weight goods.
in a position to choose Mr. Briggs’ suc
cessor.

— The New Valentine Booth —
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Bargains in A ll the Iiines.

DO N’T OPPOSE N A T IO N A L G UAR D
M ilita ry Organizations In Coal Re
gions Protest Against Charges.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Feb. 4. — The
Catholic Total Abstinence Union Regi
ment and the Junior O. U. A. M., two
strong military organizations in the
anthracite region, held meetings in this
city to take action relative to the re
port made by Captain Henry H. W hit
ney, of the Coast Artillery, to the gov
ernment.
Captain Whitney is one of the regu
lar army inspectors, who was sent into
Pennsylvania to inspect the national
guard, in which he is reported to have
quoted in his report that independent
military companies are secretly armed
and drilled and whose purpose it is to
oppose the national guard in case of
strikes and other labor troubles.
These two organizations possess.the
strongest military regiments in this
state, and they took occasion to show
their disapproval of the statement
made by the inspector. They passed
resolutions showing their friendly po
sition toward the Pennsylvania and all
other national guards, for the good
work they have accomplished. They
dispatched copies of the same to Sec
retary Taft, of the war departm ent
R A ILR O A D E R S G E T IN C R E A S E
Southern Railway Raises Wages From
6 to 25 Per Cent.

Washington, Feb. 6.—All the con
ductors, trainmen and yardmen of the
Southern railway are to receive an in
crease in wages aggregating between
$350,000 and $400,000 a year. The in
crease amounts to from 6 per cen t as
the minimum to 25 per cent, as the
maximum. Through freight conductors
are to be paid on a basis of $3.18 per
100 miles; local freight conductors,
$3.80 per 100 miles; local freight con
ductors, $2.15 per 100 miles, and
through freight brakemen, $1.75 per
100 miles. Other conductors and train
men are granted proportionate in
creases, as are the yardmen.
Two Drowned W hile Skating.

Reading, Pa., Feb. 4.—Three boys
broke through the ice while skating on
the Schylkill river, and two, Paul Nuss
and. James T. Jessum, each 9 years
old, were drowned. The bodies were
recovered.
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SAM UEL D.’ CRAWFORD,
Main and Cherry Streets, Norristown, Pa.

FALL STYLES HATS
Largest Stock in Montgomery County to
Select From.

Soft Hats, 50c. to $3 00.
Stiff Hats, $1.00 to $3.00.
Our Hats are sold by all stores In this section. ASK FOR THEM.

Tracey, : the Hatter,
mi.

Y

38 S.

Main Street« Horristown«

Fa.

T h e F irst E sse n tia ls
—OF —

BANKING
of course, are SECURITY and CON
SERVATIVE MANAGEMENT.
Next to that, people like to do busi
ness with thé bank that is looking: for
business, because they know that
there they are welcome.
We wi*»h you to feel near enough
to the officers of the Company to con
sult them freely when advice is
wanted regarding your business or
any contemplated inves ment.

PennTrustCo.
The Company that pays
3% Interest for every day
the money Is on deposit.
“

”

NORRISTOWN.

PA.

p l I L L L IN E O F
• I'

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
W IN T E R UNDERW EAR
For Men and Women, and Boys and Girls, at

M rs. Frances B a rre tt’s,
M a in S t ., N e a r S t a t io n ,

FO R SALE !
A Number of Desirable
Properties
Along Trolley between Norristown and
Limerick.
Write for particulars.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

G O TW ALS & BEYER,
55 E. Mtiin St.

NORRI8TOWN, PA.

jyj'RN. M. E. V t N l> K K 8 L IC E ’8

E A T IN G HO USE,
M ain S t., between Bar.ber Shop and P ost Office
Collegeville, P a.
M eals to o rd e r; eatab les furnished a t all
tim es. O ysters, all s ty le s ; fam ilies supplied
Ice Cream , etc. P rices reasonable; term s cash.
P atro n ag e solicited.
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Neverslip horseshoeing a specialty
at my shop. Large stock of neverslip
shoes on band. Care taken in placing
shoes in proper manner.
11-1.
J. W. HOOVER, Collegeville, Pa.
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR.

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS,
HB-A.IDGÌTJA B T E B S
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HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.

Uaderwear, Boaiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
you are looking Tor, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR 8TOCK.
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132 WEST MAIM STREET,

NORRISTOW N, PA.

10-18.

HEADQUARTERS
— FOR —

MILK CANS.
W e Sell the Genuine Iron
Clad Cans. They are ad
mitted to be the lead
ing can. Farmers
prefer them.
They posses)« all they latest features
and are heavy and very strong.

Prices: 20 Qt. - - $2.25
“
30 Qt - - $2.75

Mowrey, L a ta Hardware Co,,
SPRING CITY, PA.
■.ending Stove Agency and Farmers
Supply House.

DEATH BY A BOMB.

CLEARING SALE
— OF —

I m a g in a r y In c id e n t o f tlie C rim e a n
W a r b y T o lstoi*

The following imaginary incident of
the Crimean war is found in Count Tolstoi’s “Sevastopol:” “The bomb, com
ing faster and faster and nearer and
To make room for Spring Goods.
nearer, so that the sparks of its fuse
$2 50 Women’s Kid Lace Shoes
were already visible, descended. ‘Lie
now $2 00.
down!’ some one shouted. They lay
¡$2.50 Women’s Kid Blucher
flat on the ground. Praskouhin, closing
now $2 00; all Goodyear Welt.
his eyes, heard only the bomb crashing
$2 00 Women’s Kid Lace Shoes,
now $1 50.
down on the bard earth close by. A
$3 00 Men’s Box Calf Bals. now
second passed, which seemed an hour.
$2.50.
The bomb had not exploded. He open
Men’s- Working Shoes, $1.50,
ed his eyes and at that moment caught
$1.05, $2 00.
Women’s Rubbers, 50c.
a sight .of the glowing fuse of the bomb
* Many others; come and get
not a yard off. Terror, cold terror, ex
bargains.
cluding every other thought and feel
ing, seized his whole being. He covered
his face with his hands.
“Then he remembered the 12 rubles
6 E. Main St., Norristown.
he owed, a debt in St. Petersburg that
should have been paid long ago and the
gypsy song he had sung th at evening.
The woman he loved rose in his im
agination, wearing a cap with lilac rib
bons, and yet, Inseparable from all
these and from thousands of other rec
ollections, the present thought, the ex
pectation of death, did not leave him
TRAPPE
for a moment. ‘Perhaps it won’t ex
plode,’ and with desperate final de
Is crowded with a large assort cision he wished to open his eyes, but
a t that instant, a red flame pierced
ment of
through the still closed lids, and, with
a terrible crash, something struck him
In the middle of the chest.
“He jumped up and began to run, but,
stumbling over the saber that got be
MARKED AT
tween his legs, fell on his side. ‘Thank
God, I’m only bruised,’ was his first
thought, and he wished to touch his
chest with his hand, but his arms seem
ed tied to his sides, and it felt as if a
Dress Goods, Fancy Plaids, Flan vise were squeezing his head. Soldiers
nelettes, Canton and Wool Flannels, flitted past him, and he counted them
Outing Flannels, Ladies’ Flannel unconsciously. Then lightning flashed
ettes and Pereale Wrappers, Red before his eyes, and he wondered
whether the shot were fired from a
Blankets and Comfortables. A com mortar or cannon. ‘Cannon, proba
plete line of Underwear fdr Men, bly, and here are more soldiers—five,
six, seven soldiers. They all pass by.’
Women and Children.
He was suddenly filled with fear that
Men’s Pantaloons and Overalls, they would crush him. He wished to
Shoes in variety, Rubber Boots and shout that he was hurt, but his mouth
was so dry that his tongue clove to the
Shoes, Felt Boots.
roof of his mouth.
Oil Cloth and Linoleum in variety
“He felt it wet about his chest, and
this sensation of being wet made him
of patterns.
think of water. Fearing lest the sol
Chase’s Lap Robes, Horse Blank diers might trample on him, he tried to
ets and Stable Blankets.
shout ‘Take care with you,’ but instead
of that he uttered such a terrible groan
Guns—Single and double-barrel, th
a t he was frightened to hear it. Then
hammerless; Ammunition, Gunning other red fires began dancing before
his eyes, and it seemed to him that the
Coats and Leggings.
soldiers put stones on him. He made
Parlor Oil Heaters—3 Styles.
an effort to push off the stones, stretch
Hardware, Oils, Paints, Poultrj' ed himself, and saw and heard and felt
nothing more. He had been killed on
Powder, Crushed Oj'ster Shells.
the spot by a bomb splinter in the mid
dle of his chest.”
COMPLETE LINE OF

■SKSHOESKr

H.I..N 1TCE

Irownback’s Store
Fall and Winter Goods

Lowest Prices.

Groceries and Provisions.

E. G. Brownback, Trappe.

Insure Your Horses
against loss by death from disease o r' accivnVnlr® .L 0 WER P R O V ID E N C E
F, iii UAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
occuram°Unt aPPrai8ement paid when loss
n w „ . „ I- Z. REINER, President.
WM • gASSELBERRT, Secretary.
M. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
A p p r a is e r s :
HEO. DETW ILER, Eagleville.

H. H. ROBISON. Collegeville.
W. E. BEAN, Troo'per.

H is O n ly O ccu p a tio n .

“Yes’m, but If I do youah laundry
work, ma’am, I must have de undahstandin’ dat my husban’ collects de
pay.”
“But why can’t yon collect it your
self, Manda?”
“Well, you see, ma’am, I don’t want
to rob de ol’ man of de only job he’s
evah likely to get.”—Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
T h e T r u th o f It.

Blusters—I dare say I do look mad.
I understand Jigley says I’m the worst
liar he ever saw. Wiseman—Oh, that’s
a gross libel! Blusters—Of course it Is.
Wiseman—Well, I should i say. Why,
everybody admits you’re a pretty good
liar.—Catholic Standard and Times.

BIG BLAZE AT
HARRISBURG

C A P T A IN CASTO TO T H E RESC UE
A tlan tic C ity Hero Goes to Assistance
of Helpless Vessel.

Theatre Burned and Nine Buildings
Damaged; Loss $300,000.
THRILLING RESCUE OF ACTOR
Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 2.—Starting in
a cellar of the historic Grand Opera
house block, thé most destructive fire
Harrisburg has known since the burn
ing of the capitol building within one
day of 10 years ago, completely de
stroyed the building and damaged
nine other buildings on Third and Wal
nut streets and either wrecked or in
jured several other business establish
ments. The loss on buildings and con
tents is estimated *at 2300,000, which
Is partially covered by insurance.
The losses on buildings* are as fol
i o 'l l Grand Opera house, $80,000;
Park hotel, $20,000; Hotel Columbus,
$20,000; Duncan building, $3500; Se
curity Trust building, $2500; Harris
burg Gas company building, $5000;
Harrisburg Cycle and Typewriter com
pany’s store, $2000; College block, $1,000; Bijou theatre, $4000; Hoover’s
jewelry store, $1500. Other losers were
tenants of the opera house, the Park
hotel and adjoining buildings.
The following firemen were injured:
George Ehler, Injured about legs; Ed
ward Waldon, hip Injured; Raymond
Collins, Injured about legs; C. W. Gil
christ, contusion of thigh; Frank H.
Downey, Jr., fingers Injured.
John Smith, a stage hand, who was
rescued from the Grand Opera house,
may die from exposure. He is in a
critical condition at the Harrisburg
hospital.
While thick clouds of smoke were
coming ont the windows of the Opera
house the firemen saw a figure at one
of the big windows high up in the
building. Then came a crash and a
jingling of glass, and what looked like
a man naked all but his shirt crawled
out on the sill. Standing on the window
sill, he shrieked for a ladder.
“Send a ladder up here. Hurry up;
send a ladder up here.”
More smoke piled out of. the win
dows then, and slowly a ladder was
raised. Its top came within several
feet of the window sill. A small ladder
was hoisted by men on the big ladder.
The man on the window sill stopped
screaming. He swung his arms; the
crowd thought he was going to jump.
“Don’t jump, boy; hold on,” cried the
firemen. The man got on his knees and
crawled out on the window and let
his legs hang over. By th at time the
smaller ladder had reached him, and
he grabbed the hooks, and, fitting them
onto the sill, he began to crawl down.
Edward Holbert, a fireman, went up
to met him and got the man in his
arms. Then the rescued man fainted
and had to be carried the' rest of the
way. He was hurried to the Harrisburg
hospital, where it was found he was
not badly h u rt His name is John
Smith, his home being in New York.
He belongs to the stock company, and
had been sleeping In one of the dress
ing rooms when the flrebroke out.
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Atlantic City, N. J., Feb. 6.—Captain
Mark Casto, hero of the Cherokee,
risked his life again. A four-masted
vessel, believed to be one of the Read
ing railroad’s steel barges, was sight
ed by the government life saving crew
at the Atlantic City station drifting
helplessly before the furious northeast
gale, nearly four miles from shore. No
signs of life were visible aboard. The
government life savers made no at
tempt to reach her.
Captain Casto, knowing that these
boats usually carry a crew of -three
men, besides a captain and a cook,
called his crew about him and asked
for volunteers to go to the rescue.’The
schooner Alberta cast off and made for
the mouth of the Inlet. With the fourth
attem pt Casto got a line to the un
known ship. Those on shore saw sails
raised on the strange craft, and, run
ning before the storm, the vessel, with
the Alberta alongside, disappeared
down the coast. W hether Casto found
the crew aboard or not, he and his
crew can claim rich salvage at the
first port they reach.
W IL L A U D IT C A P IT O L A C CO UNTS
New York Company to Assist Pennsyl
vania Probers.

Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 5.—Governor
Stuart advised the capitol investigat
ing committee of the appointment of
the Audit Company of New York to as
sist in its investigation. The governor
suggested that as the auditors and ac
countants are ready to proceed that
they be directed to commence their in
vestigations immediately.
The committee directed the auditors
to begin an immediate investigation of
the accounts between the capitol con
tractors and the state. The governor
has not yet selected special counsel for
the committee. State Treasurer Berry
said th at he would ask the governor to
permit him to he represented at the
investigation by private counsel.
The committee organized by the se
lection of Senator John S. Fisher, of
Indiana, as chairman, and Harry -S.
Calvert, of Pittsburg, and Frank Bell,
of Harrisburg, as secretaries. The com
mittee adjourned to meet a t the call
of the chair.
T R A IN M E N

TURNED

DO W N

Pennsylvania Railroad Refuses to Make
Any Concessions.

Philadelphia, Feb. 5.—The grievance
committee of the Brotherhood of Fire
men and Trainmen on the lines of the
Pennsylvania railroad east of Pitts
burg and Erie, who have been asking
for higher wages and what they term
an equalization of hours, were refused
any concessions on the part of the
railroad a t a meeting with General
Manager Atterbury arid superinten
dents of the various divisions.
T he trainmen have been dissatisfied
since the railroad some time ago an
nounced the general increase of 10 per
cent, in wages of all employes receiv
ing less than $200 a month. The train
men complain that the increase was
not In proportion to that received by
the conductors, considering the duties
performed by each class of employes.

W O U L D C H A N G E C O N S T IT U T IO N
Bill In Pennsylvania Legislature For
Convention Next Fall.

Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 6. — Senator
Langfitt, of Allegheny, has introduced
a bill calling for a constitutional con
vention. It provides that the people
shall vote on the question at the next
November election, and that delegates
on the basis of three from each sena
torial district, shall be elected.
The candidates for delegates are to
he named at the spring primary, and
If a majority of the people vote in
favor of the convention in November
it is to be palled by the governor. The
convention shall be held In the hall of
the house on the first "Tuesday in De
cember next, and the amendments then
agreed upon shall be submitted to the
voters. Compensation is fixed at $15GJ,
with mileage and $150 for postage.
H A D A W AGON LOAD O F LOO T
Shoplifter Captured By Police Carried
a Sack.

Scranton, Pa., Eeh. 5.—Mrs. Petei
Scalzo, a young Italian woman, of Old
Forge, was arrested for shoplifting.
When the police returned from her
home in Old Forge they brought with
them a wagon load of stolen goods.
There were 614 different articles In the
load, including some valuable silks
and the like.
A sack th at she carried under a long
cloak when she was arrested contained
21 articles, representing as many
thefts, and the stores had been open
only seven hpurs when she was taken.
Four different storekeepers have al
ready Identified some of the stolen
goods.
M O RE P A Y FOR L E T T E R C A R R IE R S
Senate Passes a BUI T h a t Applies to
Free Delivery Offices.

Washington, Feb. 2. — The senate
passed a bill increasing the salaries
of letter carriers in free delivery of
fices. It was explained that the same
provision was to be made in the postoffice appropriation bill, but It was de
sirable that the senate place itself on
record in favor of the measure.
The bill fixe® the first year’s salary
of such carriers at $600, with an an
nual Increase of $100 until the maxi
mum of $1200 has been reached.
Outbreak of Typhoid at Allentown.

Allentown, P a , Feb. 1.—There are
25 cases of typhoid fever In this city,
all but two of which have been traced
to the same source, contaminated
milk. The health authorities located
the source of the trouble after four
cases had developed. The state au
thorities have taken the mater in hand.
The first death was that of Miss Adele
Abftla

AG ED W O M A N B U R N E D TO D E A TH
H er Remains Found In Snow Outside
H er Home.

Allentown, Pa., Feb. 4.—Mrs. Sarah
Ann Dunkard, an aged woman, who
lived a hermit life just outside of Tel
ford, on the county line, was burned to
death during Saturday night or early
Sunday morning. Her charred remains
were found outside of her home by a
Philadelphia & Lehigh Valley Traction
car crew. They were lying on the
snow, the woman having died in a vain
attem pt to reach help. The woman
habitually smoked a clay pipe, and this
is supposed to have ignited the wom
an’s clothing.
RUN DOW N BY A T R A IN
Man and W ife Fatally Injured W hile
Returning From a Funeral.

Allentown, Pa., Feb. 4.—Returning
from a funeral at Emanus, Mr. and
Mrs. Menno Gehman, of Zionvllle,
were fatally injured, and their adopt
ed son, John Fldler, seriously hurt
when the carriage in which they were
riding was struck by an empty freight
engine of the Philadelphia & Reading
road, near Emaus. Gehman is about
55 years of age and a farmer. The
boy is the son of a deceased Mennonite missionary.
M ary S. Anthony Dead.
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 6.—Mary S.
Anthony, sister and lifelong co-worker
of Susan B. Anthony, died at her home
in this city. Miss Anthony would have
been 80 years old in April. She had
been the lifelong companion and coworker of her more famous sister, and
Miss Susan often said that she could
not have done what she had done for
the cause of woman suffrage If It had
not been for the kindly advice, loving
sympathy and earnest support of
"Sister Mary.”
Mrs. Longworth Improved.

Washington, Feb. 5.—Considerable
improvement was shown in the condi
tion of Mrs. Alice Roosevelt Longworth, wife of Representative Longworth, of Ohio, who has been confined
to her home for several days with an
attack of the lagrippe. Mrs.. Roosevelt
was an early caller at the Lonworth
residence to inquire of the condition
of her daughter.
President Goes Riding

In Snow.

Washington. Feb. 6. — President
Roosevelt and Secretary Root went for
a long horseback ride in the suburbs
of Washington. Snow eight inches deep
on the level and double that depth lay
on the ground In places where It bad
drifted, but the goihg was compara
tively easv.
x

Proposed Measures Affecting Them
Puzzles Law Makers.
C A P IT O L

PROBE

IS

NOW

ON

W hat It W ill Amount to Remains to
Be Seen, But It Is Certain Some One
W ill

Be

H u r t — New

Mining

Bill

Ready.

Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 4.—Just what
is to come of all the legislation affect
ing the railroads and other corpora
tions that has been brought before the
general assembly this session is puz
zling alike to corporations and legisla
tors. It is safe to guess, however, that
the railroad people are doing the most
worrying about i t
The fact is generally conceded that
at the next presidential election the
corporations, trusts and monopolies of
one kind and another will be the prin
cipal issue before th e people. And it is
also quite as certain th at the party
which makes the best presentation of
this issue before the people will fare
the best when the votes are counted.
This at least is the way some of the
law makers here are sizing up the sit
uation ju st now. And that is what Is
causing the corporations to worry a
bit. There is no doubt that a great deal
of the legislation th at has been intro
duced is of the fake order and it will
remain in committee, but there is much
that is all rig h t
Now when it comes to the test many
members of the legislature will be
placed in the position of having to vote
for measures that are directly opposed
to their own personal interests or take
the chances of political annihilation.
“Tom” Cooper, the erstwhile “red
headed and hopeful,” and the selfstyled “walking delegate for the Penn
sylvania railroad,” was given a rude
shock the other day as chairman ol
the railroad committee of the house.
He protested vigorously against the
Riley resolution for the creation of a
commission and an appropriation of
$100,000 for a resurvey by the state of
the 12,000 miles of railroads in Penn
sylvania. By a vote of three to one the
bill was reported favorably. The old
war horse lamented that it was the
first time in 27 years th at he had been
turned down by his own committee.
Some of the members, fearing that
Cooper would endeavor to smother
anything affecting the railroads that
might come to his committee, made re
quest th at bills presented by them af
fecting the railroads should be referred
to the corporations committee. How
ever, with the experience of the Riley
bill as a guide, members of the house
need fear no trouble of that kind if
their bills are sent to the railroad
committee.
Leaislature Is Unbossed.

The fact is becoming more apparent
every day fthat this legislature is un
bossed. United States Senator Boies
Penrose, who was supposed to run
things politically in the state, is keep
ings hands. off figuratively and liter
ally. He will not even be in Harris
burg during the sessiun and has no
one here representing him so far as
can be ascertained,
The fact' is Senator Penrose is too
wise a politician to interfere. He knows
that it would be of no use to do so, and
then it might kindle afresh a spirit of
political anarchy or that which very
closely approaches it. Penrose knows
when to let the bear’s tail alone.
Marvin, of Pike county, came to the
legislature as a Republican represen
tative and is the first Republican elect
ed from that county of rocks and Dem
ocrats in 90 y Cars. He brought with
him a bill providing for a new method
of distribution of the tax on foreign
railroad companies doing business in
the state of Pennsylvania The present
tax is on real estate and is distributed
in proportion to the value of the real
estate of the companies in the various,
counties in which it is located. Mar
vin’s bill makes the distribution on a
basis of the mileage to the counties
through which the railroads run.
Now this would be a very good thing
for Pike county, but a very bad thing
for such counties as Philadelphia and
Allegheny, where the railroads have
large real estate holdings but compara
tively small mileage. The bill would af
fect such railroads as the Baltimore &
Ohio, Jersey Central, Delaware &
Lackawanna, Delaware & Hudson, Erie
and Wabash. The measure was al
lowed to come out of committee and
get Into the house with a favorable
recommendation for the purpose, it is
alleged, of jollying along the Republi
cans of Pike county so that iff future
they might send another Republican
representative to Harrisburg. But the
political prophets say the bill will
never become a law.
Capitol Probe Started.

The capitol investigation has at last
been started. What it is going to
amount to remains to be seen. It is nol
safe to make any predictions, but one
thing certain is that it is going to hurl
someone before it is wound up. II
nothing is uncovered after the probe
has been thrust into m atters the crj
of “whitewash” is certain to be raised
and the members of the commissior
will be the sufferers as a consequence
If developments show crooked work t<

nave Deen done in tne erection ana
furnlshment of the capitol building the
penitentiary will do the rest. And the
people who have been guilty of graft
ing will pay dearly for all they got out
of it.
Speaker McClain, of the house, and
President Pro Tern. Woods, of the sen
ate, had the time of their lives in get
ting representatives and senators to
accept appointments on the commis
sion. No one wanted to serve because
of the criticism they would receive
either from the people who suspect
wrong-doing, in the event that nothing
is uncovered, or from those who would
be charged with grafting and their
frierids, in case a true bill is found.'
Politically the appointments are con
sidered as being well made and the in
tegrity of the men composing the com
mission is unquestioned. Senators
Fisher and Sisson are the Republican
members of the commission represent
ing the senate and DeWalt is the Dem
ocratic representative. The 'house
members include Fair, of Westmore
land, and Shields, of Wyoming, as the
Republican representatives; Deardon.
of Philadelphia, Lincoln Party, and
Ammerman, of Montour, as the Demo
cratic representative.
There is likely to be a continuous
performance of investigations of one
kind and another. Despite Democratic
protest, they are going to try to find
out what is causing the increase in
the cost of living. The resolution pre
sented by Senator Kline, of Alleghe
ny, passed both houses, and the com
mission will have $3000 to spend in
trying to find out why it costs so much
to live.
Bill to Publish New Laws In Papers.

Harry Thompson, of Blair, wants
the people to know what is going
on in the legislature, apd has intro
duced a bill providing that all acts of
the assembly and concuurent resolu
tions that are passed be printed in
three newspapers in every county ef
the state. One of the newspapers shall
represent the minority party of the
state. It is provided, however, that
the publication shall not bo in more
than two newspapers of a county,
should the secretary of the common
wealth desire to limit the number. It
is also provided that in cities of the
first class (Philadelphia) four news
papers shall be used. The rate for
such publication is fixed at 40 cents
for every 100 words, regardless of the
circulation of the paper, or of where
it is located in the state.
The labor people are getting into
action. A large number of miners
and officials of the United Mine Work
ers of America are here in the interest
of a new mining law, which was drawn
up to take the place of the present
mining laws. It is a voluminous doc
ument, covering 68 pages of typewrit
ten matter, and relates to bituminous
mining. Its purpose is to make more
stringent the laws for the protection of
the lives and health of miners. Dan
iel Boden, of Allegheny, a member of
the lower house, was entrusted with
the responsibility of engineering the
measure through the legislature.
There are about 10 other bills in
committeqg relating to labor, the prin
cipal one being to regulate child la
bor. Another provides for the repeal
of the trespass law of 1905.
- To encourage the growth of forest
trees is the purpose of a bill presented
in the house by Brann, of Warren. It
provides for the estabilshment of aux
iliary forest reserves. The bill pro
vides that, “in order to encourage the
growing of such trees as will at the
proper age be suitable for merchant
able timber and sawed lumber, wheth
er such be of natural production or
from seed sown, or trees planted out,
or all combined, all Surface lands not
suitable for agriculture which may be
set apart, according to the provisions
of this act, and exclusively used for
growing such trees, are hereby con
stituted a separate and distinct class
of landsJ:o be known as auxiliary for
est reserves.”
“ The Legislative Club.”

“The Legislative Club” is the name
of the new organization that has been
formed by the country members. That
much good will result from this or
ganization is generally believed. One
of the objects of this organization is
to support the good roads legislation.
A great many bills for the improve
ment of the highways of the state have
been presented, some of which are
good and some that may be considered
questionable, but all have the same end
in view-—the improvement of Pennsyl
vania’s highways. It is the intention
of those prominent in the good roads
movement to get together, and from
the bills that have been introduced
get up some sort of measure that will
bring the required results. The Leg
islative Club will take an active part
in the framing of this legislation.
AH the newspaper publishers of che
state are to be invited to apear before
the house judiciary committee to give
their views regarding the bill repeal
ing the Salus-Grady libel law, better
known as the “press muzzier.” Thera
is to be a full and free discussion of
the question, and the prospects are
that the muzzier will be / laid to rest.
A great many legislators have gone
on record as favoring the repeal of the
law. It was passed for the purpose of
“jollying” former Governor Samuel W.
Pennypacker. It, served Its purpose,
but has never done much muzzling..
The house education committee will
give a hearing on Wednesday night Its
the hall of the house of representa
tives to the advocates of the teachers’
pension act. This measure is being
advocated by the State Teachers’ As
sociation. which has appointed a com
mittee to take charge of the campaign
for its passage.
BAN Q. BARTON.

FARM AND GARDEN
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SMALL WHITE BEANS.
A Sh eep P a stu r e G e n e r a lly M ak es a
Good B ean F ie ld .

BUSHEL CRATES.
A C h eap

F a r m C o n v e n ie n ce o f M any
an d V a rio u s Uses.

In the culture of small white beans ! Among the conveniences needed by
select a warm, dry soil of strong grav- 1 most farmers are bushel crates. I
eliy nature, although they will do quite make my own crates on wet days, and,
I well on clayey soils if naturally dry or while I cannot give their exact cost,
well drained. Beaus will not do well yet it is trifling as compared to their
on land inclined to be wet. The imme usefulness. They are made eighteen
T k e V a lu a b le - C a sc a ra S a g ra d a la j diate application of barnyard manure
inches long, outside measure; twelve
R a b id ly D is a p p e a r in g .
is not as good as to apply the manure inches deep and thirteen inches wide,
An examination of the official list of to clover or other sod and plant corn the la'st two dimensions being inside
«rude drugs of plant origin develops and follow the next year with beans. measure. The sides and bottoms, are
the fact that a large proportion of the A field that has been in sheep pasture made of quarter inch veneering got at
species represented is found growing a few years generally does well for a basket factory, and the ends are half
in the United States. Many of them beans. In soils of a gravelly nature inch. The sides are slatted and bottom
are weeds, often classed as noxious by plow early in the spring and fallow as one piece. When we are digging pota
the farmers; others are simply wild much as possible before planting. On toes a lot of crates are dropped along
plants of the fields and forests of dif clayey or heavy soils it is better to the rows, and as thè potatoes are
ferent parts of the country.
plow In the fall and work well in the picked up they are put into the nearest
The domestication and cultivation of spring. The spring fallowing gets the crate until they are full and we can
those valuable wild plants that are ground in fine condition to receive the drive across the patch and load up in
seed and also destroys Innumerable short order. When hauling potatoes
weed seeds. Plant with an ordinary (or apples) to town they are needed
grain drill in rows twenty-eight Inches again, and as each crate bolds a bushel
apart from June 1 to 15. As soon as a load can soon be measured up and
the plants are large enough to culti loaded and as quickly unloaded.
vate. which ought to be in from ten to
As these crates hold a bushel when
fourteen days, go through with a rid filled to a scant level, they can be rick
ing cultivator, which is better than a ed up one on top of the other without
walking cultivator, as the depth can be bruising the contents of the under
more easily regulated. The first culti crate. One can thus haul a “double
vation should be light, so as to get as deck” load, or. as in our case, of stor
close to the growing plants as possible ing winter apples in the cellar, they
without smothering them. If the field can be ricked up in small space. We
Is not too stony go over two or three take them to the .orchard when picking
times with a weeder at intervals of apples, and when full they can soon be
three or four days. One or two more loaded up and hauled in. We usually
cultivations with cultivator and hand leave our apples in them in some out
weeding if necessary Is all the atten building or shed until cold weather
tion that the crop will need until har comes. Then they are sorted over and
vest. says a writer In Rural New York put In the cellar, and we find apples
er. It Is best not to work In beans keep much better in these crates than
when the vines are wet or to cultivate when put in deep boxes and bins, as
after the plants begin to blossom.
formerly. When any particular varie
PEe *
—
ty of apples Is wanted,, they are easily
POPULAR FEED RACK.
got at; also when we wish to sort them
over in winter it is an easy m atter to
It P r e v e n ts W a s te o f C orn Fodder,
carry a crate out and pick them over.
E n s ila g e or H ea l.
Last year crates were used to dry
The illustration of a fodder rack here seed corn in, and as the bulk of ears
shown Is one Invented by the editor of was small in each crate it dried out
the Agriculturist and used by him for perfectly. When one has apples or po
CASCARA SAGRADA.
many years. The rack Is such a good tatoes stored in these crates, it is an
most seriously threatened have appeared one that hundreds of farmers copied
easy m atter to count up the “stock in
a necessity to the government bureau the idea, and they came into quite gen
of plant industry if the products are eral use on cattle farms. There is ab trade.” The names of varieties can be
not to disappear from the materia solutely nO waste of feed in using this written or tacked on a card on the end
medica. One of the most interesting rack, and anything can be fed in It, of the crates. They save so much
among a number of plants recently re from corp fodder to ensilage and meal, “handling” in the taking care of a
crop.
ported upon is Cascara sagrada. Dr. says the Wisconsin Agriculturist.
Offering the foregoing suggestions in
True of the bureau mentioned says
The rack has a tight bottom, into
that the cultivation of the Cascara which all litter falls as cattle pull out National Stockman, an Ohio farmer
points them with the case of a farm
sagrada tree (Rbamnus purshianus)
er whom he once saw unloading a
has been made a subject of study for
wagon load of potatoes. This man
about two years. The tree producing
was on his knees in. the wagon picking
this useful bark, known as Cascara sa
up with both hands, and he had picked
grada, is a native of the upper Pacific
them up first when dug and put them
coast region, where it chooses moist
in a pile on the ground. Then he pick
situations in the mountains. This usu
ed them up a second time when loading
ally small tree grows readily from seed
them and for the third tiiqe to unload
sown iii rich wood soil and makes a
them in an outbuilding, from whence
fair growth the first "year. It is under
they would later be taken to the cellar.
observation both at Washington and at
Ebenezer, S. C. In both places it seems
thus far to do well. Professor C. S.
CURING A KICKER.
Sargent of Harvard university states
H arn e ss A r r a n g e m e n t to R e s tr a in a
that at the Arnold arboretum, near
FEED BACK.
Horse.
Boston, the tree maintains-an existence
An arrangement such as shown in
for some years after transplanting, but the hay or other fodder from between
eventually dies. So far both the seed the slats. It is twelve feet long and the cut has been suggested as effective
lings grown a t Washington and the five feet wide. Three or four such to cure a horse which kicks in harness.
transplanted trees sent in from the P a racks in a yard will «hold a load of hay A heavy strap (P) is attached to the
cific coast have made a good growth or corn fodder. It is the best rack in
and look well. It is very desirable that which to feed corn fodder we ever saw.
the cultivation of this tree on an exper Cattle will pull out every leaf and
imental.scale should be taken up in the husk, leaving the bare stalks In the
country to which It is native. The de bottom, which may be removed as de
mand for this bark is great not only in sired.
The posts are 4 by 4, six feet long.
America, but to an increasing degree
In foreign lands, and since the amount On top of the posts a 2 by 4 is spiked,
of available material wherewith to upon which the slats that hold the" fod
supply this demand is decreasing rap der rest. These slats are four inches
idly and considerable time is required wide and placed far enough apart to
to grow trees large enough to peel it Is admit the nose of a cow—about six
apparent that in the not very distant inches. The bottom Is made of common !
KICKING! PREVENTED.
six Inch boards. If meal is fed in the j
future a shortage is inevitable.
rack matched flooring is better for the collar and extends back under the sur
W arm Q u arte rs F o r H osa.
bottom. A six inch board Is aatled on cingle, where It Is attached to a, heavy
Hogs need warm, comfortable quar around the outside of the bottom to ring.
ters in cold weather more than horses hold the feed.
Through this ring is passed a rope or
or cattle because their hair is coarser
Where young cattle, cows or steers strap (M), which is attached to straps
and thinner, says a writer in Ohio run loose there is no better way of on the hind hocks at S. This is made
Farmer. Our best breeds of hogs have feeding them. We have fed a good loose enough so that the animal may
very little hair. The higher their im many steers in this rack. They were walk comfortably, but too tight to al
provement for pork production has dehorned and ran loose In a shed. The low the animal to kick. After wearing
been carried the thinner has become rack was kept full of clover hay and this harness awhile the horse will cease
the covering of their bodies. Animals ensilage, and meal was fed twice daily to try to kick in harness and may be
that were designed to endure the rigors in the tight bottom.
driven without difficulty.—Farm and
of winter without shelter are covered
Home.
with a coat of warm, thick wool or
M oney F o r P a stu re Brush.
hair. The wild hog has long, thick
The witch hazel industry in western
V a lu e o f M anure.
hair, with a finer furry covering under Massachusetts is of considerable im
Barnyard manure is one of the most
it next the skin. The man who has his portance, although not so extensive as
horses clipped must keep them blan In neighboring sections of Connecticut. ; efficient means at the disposal of the
keted even in the stable during cold The brush land In Berkshire county farmer to permanently improve his
weather. The men who keep the hogs yields quite a crop of the hazel bush, soil. Probably no other fertilizer pos
sesses to so great a degree the power
which have had their thick coating of
for which the farmers are paid $2 to $3
hair bred off must have warm pens for per ton. The factory near Chester turn- * of restoring worn soils to productive
ness and giving them lasting fertility.
keeping them comfortable in wintry
ed
out
990
barrels
of
extract
last
year.
It accomplishes this result, however,
weather. .
This year the factories are also using not so much by the actual fertilizing
a lot of black birch brush, instilling a constituents which it supplies as by
T o H a n d le a V ic io u s H o g .
An easy way for one man to handle substitute for oil of wintergreen, and improving the physical properties of
a large, vicious hog is by means of a farmers are paid for the birch brush the soil, increasing the amount of hu
five-eighths inch rope ten feet long, $3.50 per ton, one factory using already mus, which is " generally deficient in
says a writer In Indiana Farmer. Cut over 1,500 tons. The resulting oil sells worn soils; improving its texture and
off three feet and tie a loop In each at $2 a pound and is used for flavoring Increasing its water absorbing and wa
^
^ end, as shown In and In medicines. Still another prepa ter bolding pcrwer.
ration is made from sweet fern, which
,i»'i " " the cut. Now tie
is very abundant in western Massachu
A p p le B o xe*.
/ V\
the remaining sevsetts as well as through other parts of
This Is my third season In what may
/ 11
en feet to the cenNew England. The sweet fern oil Is , be termed experimenting with boxes
I 11
ter of the short
used for the same purpose as the witch for shipping apples. Have shipped to
( /
A rope midway becommission houses In Pittsburg, Cleve
tween the loops. hazel.—American Cultivator.
land and other points, and without ex
HOPE DEVICE.
P®88 t h e 1C,0P S 0V er
ception the fruit 'in boxes has netted
G ro w in g C a u liflo w e r.
hind feet of hog;
The cauliflower is a plant which can- ! 20 per cent more than when shipped In
then draw long rope between front
feet and over nose, then back again not stand stagnant water, butneedsplen- barrels and from 20 to 35 per cent
over short rope; pull forward over nose ty of moisture to keep growing. I use more than when sold to local dealers.
and back again as before and tie. With grass or sod land except when using a The box used Is made up of 12 by 14
this arrangement the bog is in com piece of old ground for second crop and inch elm head and one-half inch No. 2
which has not been used the previous pine, the length (Inside) sixteen inches.
plete control.
year for cabbage, turnip pr cauliflower, j Three boxes cost less than one barrel.
W in te r P ru n in g .
For the main crop I always use sod —E. H. B. in Farm and Fireside.
Pruning can be done at any time, at land. I rotate every five years. For
the convenience of the owner. In the fertilizers T use stable manure, prefer
T h e F a r m e r o f t h e F u tu r e .
winter Good judgment Is needed in ring the horse manure on low land
The successful farmer of the future
this work or the injury may overbal and cow manure on high land.—W. H. must know not only something of the
ance the benefits from it.
science of farming, but also something
T„ Massachusetts.
concerning the business side of farm
T h e G o ld en E g g .
Card th e Cow s.
ing, and business knowledge of farm
A Maine man claims that twenty.five ing can best be developed by studying
s Farmers will find it profitable to
card their cows Regularly. The cattle hens will pay $31 a year besides their the markets for agricultural products
enjoy it, and it does them good when board If you buy everything they eat. on the one hand and cost of production
confined In the stable during a long At present prices eggs certainly look and the Internal- management of the
farm on the other.
winter.
like a bonanza.

any of Our High-Grade $10.00 or $12.00 SUITS OR
.;
. OVERCOATS. v - .......... ^
6 r. 0r 0 For

The Best Clothing- at a Great Saving.
Six Sixty-Six and Nine Seventy-Five are the sign boards that are attracting the men
folks to the Weitzenkorn Store and every man who attended this great sale was glad he
I waited for it, as he not only secured a great bargain, but
also a high-grade garment.
,
j
I
|

Buying a Suit or Overcoat at this sale is like putting so much money in the bank—it is actually saved—
at least $3.34 on the $10 and $12 grades, and $5.25 on
the $15 grades. Few men earn that much in a day.
Are you going to miss the chance 1

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
These Suits and Overcoats are all high-class, readyft
to-wear garments,
same
all 1»
O
' actually
-----------J the
------ X------ as those we sold «A*
ft

_season for $10, $12 and $15 — the original price ia
I tags still clinging to them. They are made in the latest (4
j fashion, superbly cut and trimmed in the best possible
\ manner, and when yoju don a suit" or overcoat at either
l price you can assure yourself of the fact that you
getting real G ENUINE BARGAINS.
&II $18.00 Saits and Overcoats, $11.75.
All $30.00 Saits and Overcoats, $14.75.

All $35.00 Saits and Overcoats, $18.75.
Black Suits not included.

$9.75 For Any of Our High-Grade $15.00
Suits or Overcoats.

Fashions for tbu Feet
AT-

Weitzenkorn’s.
The Noble Horse
He deserves a warm and
strong 5 \ Blanket.
It
will protect him from the bit
ter cold, give him comfort,
keep him healthy.
5A Blankets have a world
wide reputation for strength
and length of wear.
Buy a 5A Bias G irth fo r th e Stable.
Buy a 5A Square for th e S treet.

------

The footwear for to-day Is fashioned for ease
and comfort as well as for STYLE, ELEGANCE
and WEAR.

Our Shoes Cover All These
Points.

NOTICE

All Our Shoes selling above $2.00 are
damp proof, having a cork layer be
tween the soles.

Wearing Qualities

We Sell Them --------

at Low Prices.

TheN.H.BenjaminCo.

Ladies’.Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $1,25
and $1.50, Button or Lace.,
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.06
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE, Shoes in Pottstown. All styles.
Children’s Fine Sunday Shoes, 65c , 75c.,
and $1.06.
PAINTS, TOOLS, ETC.,
Exclusive agent for “Sorosis” and Ztegler
Bros.’ Stvlish Shoes for Women.

N o . 2 0 5 B rid ge S t.,
FIKKMWILLF. PA.

Boys’ and Youths’ Fine Sunday Shoes,
$1.00 and $1.25, and upwards.
Men’s Box Calf ExteLsion Sole Shoes,
$2.00 and upwards.
Men’s and Boys’ Colt Skin Shoes, $2.00
and $2.50.
Exclusive agent for Ralston Health and
A. W. and W. Shoes for Men.

IMPORTANT: We Give Coupons, Goid for Silverware.

J. P. STETLER, Manager.

- FURNITURE -

W E I T Z E I s T E I O R ^ r ’S
Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store.
141 High St.

SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
H0U8EFURNISHINGS.

“It’s Just Like This!”
When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

The first thing to decide, i s :
“Where will 1 purchase ?”
Before making your choice, it will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

The Collepie’ Furniture Store
Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW
G00D8.
A FULL LINE of aH grades of

“ It’s Just Like This!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
■ Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

“ It’s Just Like This!”

W e are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Carpets, Mattlnes, Oil Cloths and Lin Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
oleums
material and workmanship.

Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.

“ It’s Just Like This!”

*

When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. W e will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

GEO. F. CLAMER,
s.¿a.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

0 FURNISHING 0

Undertaker • Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receiv»
the most careful and painstaking: attentioi

Joh n L. B ech te l,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
'P hone No. 18.

Marble and Granile Worb
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work In Plain
and Artistic D- signs. All Work guar
anteed. Estimate« furnished.

M ain S t. C ollegeville.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA,

